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THE AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING D-16
IT LOOKS EXPENSIVE BUT IT'S NOT!

THIS NEW RADIO CONSOLE from
Audioarts combines the benefits of a
ROUTER and an AUDIO CONSOLE into one
COST-EFFECTIVE digital package, letting
you route any input to any fader or to any
monitor feed, with all sources clearly
shown in bright LED dot matrix displays
right above the faders and monitor level
controls.

A COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN, the D-16
has the features you need: both analog
and digital PROGRAM and AUDITION
stereo outputs, 2 MONO analog outputs,
14 input faders plus 2 caller faders, 4 mic
preamps, control room and studio
monitoring, built-in cue and headphone
amps (with concealed headphone jack)
-even four internally generated mix -
minus outputs!

WITH 24 -BIT A>D and D>A inputs and
outputs and sample rate converters on
every AES digital input, the D-16 will work
with virtually any digital source gear you
have. It can run your source machines too
(up to eight of them)-all opto-isolated.
Its DSP DIGITAL METERING simultaneously
displays VU columns and peak hold
fullscale digital so you can be assured of
pristine performance. Its powerful caller
tools generate mix -minuses automati-
cally, and you can program any of its four
MXM outputs to be pre or post fader.

And with Wheatstone's extensive
digital background and reputation you
can be assured that the D-16 is a great
console!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net / sales@wheatstone.com copynght 0 20u.; ,,ATSTONF COR,JHATION



Together We Have The Power
To Move Radio Forward.

At Harris, we're taking our leadership in the radio industry to an even higher level. Shaped by the feedback of customers

and audiences across the market spectrum, the newly -formed Harris Radio Team is rich with the industry's most

comprehensive products, services and expert resources. All with a focused team solely dedicated to moving our industry,

and your business, forward. It's a spirit of innovation built on decades of pioneering solutions for radio. So get your

business heading in the right direction, turn to the new leadership of eam Harris Radio.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.

THE NEW HARRIS RADIO TEAM IS ON THE AIR

A r, i AUDIO CONSOLES DIGITAL RADIO BROADCAST STUDIO

 
HIGH POWER AM SYSTEMS & SERVICE

www.broadcast.harris.com
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LIVE AUDIO OVER IP
NETWORKS... WITH

24/7/365 RELIABILITY
AND AS LITTLE AS

5ms DELAY!
AUDIO 1X

STL - IP

LIVE BROADCAST OJALITY AUDIO OVER IP NETWORKS AND THE INTERNET

UK

AudioTX STL-IP: for STL, Distribution
Live & Shared Programming, and both
permanent and ad -hoc Broadcast Quality
Audio Connectivity between sites.

Professional grade Balanced Stereo Analcgue and AES/EBU Digital inputs/outputs

Linear, uncompressed audio at up to 24 bit, 96kHz sample rate

MPEG Layer 2, J.41 or ADPCM compressed audio from 64kbps

Uses LAN/WAN, Telco, Private/Dedicated circuits, Satellite, Wireless, ATM, T1/E1, Internet/ADSL

Flexible Network configuration for UDP, TCP/IP and UDP Multicast

Transmit your audic to up to 6 different destinations

Ancillary Serial Data and 4 GPIO (end to end contact closures) in perfect sync with your audio

Selectable FEC (Forward Error Correction) and Jitter Buffer

1U rackmount unit. Price £1,600 GBP, 2,400 Euro

www.st 1-i p C 0 M
MDOUK Tel. +44 (0)121 256 0200 email: sales@stl-ip.com
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Highlights of news items from beradio.com from the past month

Indecency Proposals Die in Pre -election Scramble
The legislation was stripped from a bill authorizing Defense Depart-
ment operations in the final hours before the Congressional recess.

CGC Warns of Fraudulent Form 301 Applications
Some of the CGC-confirmed fraudulent applications include filings by
KLVE-FM License Corp. and Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa.

FBI Investigates Houston Transmitter Break-ins
Thirteen radio stations, two TV stations, cell and pager sites have
been vandalized.

FCC Issues Fine Against XEMO Broadcasts
The FCC fined Uniradio $25,000 for providing program material from
a studio located in the United States to a Mexican AM station.

Mark Mays is New Clear Channel CEO
His father, Lowry Mays, relinquishes his CEO spot but remains
chairman of Clear Channel.

FCC Auction 37 Bidders Confirmed
The FCC identified 456 applicants found to be qualified to bid in the
upcoming auction for 288 FM broadcast construction permits.

Steinberg Updates Music Production Software
Cubase SL3 offers new features such as an Audio Warp engine that
imports ACID files and time -stretching and pitch -shifting in real-time.

Find the
mic and

win!

Site Features
Find the Mic Sweepstakes

Find the hidden mic icon on the Radio magazine covers of 2004
and win. Enter online.

KUVO in Surround
KUVO-FM in Denver featured a surround sound broadcast in
September. A diagram of the audio system is available online.
Follow the links to this article.

November issue Online
Read the entire issue online, plus find additional articles
and information.

Online Classifieds
This is the place to find a new job,sell equipment or find
useful services.
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View an
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 Semi -isobaric design

 Dual 5.25" drivers

 8.5" x 15" x 8.25"

 200 watts RMS cap.

 .25" Acrylic construction
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The most unique and versatile book shelf speaker available today. The LB -100
utilizes liquid gel technology for increased performance and an outstanding
sound. The compact design allows for easy placement in the listening
environment. Available in over 35 different colors to choose from. Call
us or visit our web site for a dealer near you, or to request a catalog.

See why we say Big Sound...Little Package!

Liquid
Acoustics 714-690-5934

www.liquidacoustics.com



Viewpoint

Lead, follow or get out of the way

t the end of SeptemberJeff Littlejohn,senior
VP of engineering for ClearChannel, distrib-
uted a memo to the Clear Channel station
engineers. That memo has created more
industry buzz and prompted more people
to send us letters than anything I can remem-
ber in the past seven years since I have been
the editor of Radio magazine.

The memo outlines Littlejohn's directive
for all ClearChannel AM stations to reduce
their audio bandwidth to 5kHz for talk
formats and 6kHz for music formats. The
decision was based on several factors, but
there are three strong reasons: most AM

radio receivers cannot produce au-
dio frequencies above 4.5kHz, it will
improve modulation efficiency and
it will reduce interference to first -
adjacent channels.

Littlejohn is also the co-chairman
of the NRSC'sAM subcommittee, and
in his memo he stated that he would
propose this standard practice
among all AM licensees.

A few days later, Chris Alexander,
director of engineering of Crawford
Broadcasting, told Radio magazine
that the Crawford stations had also
examined the benefits of reducing

the AM audio bandwidth, and that the
Crawford stations would follow suit and
reduce their audio bandwidths to 5kHz.

It didn't take long for the letters to pour
in.The e-mail list servers filled with chatter.
The subject was repeatedly brought up
on the floor of the NAB Radio Show. Some
of the chatter on the e-mail lists was out-
right mean with personal character at-
tacks on Littlejohn.

While the furor subsided by the end of the
Radio Show, the issue itself is still on the
minds of radio engineers. You can read
some of the letters we received in this
issue's Reader Feedback section.

Most of the letters we received opposed
the decision. To be honest, I was not
surprised to see this because the majority
of letters on any topic typically come for

those who oppose the topic. Those who support it tend to
be quiet.

Littlejohn and Alexander noted that the decision was
based on current analog systems, and that IBOC had
nothing to do with the decision. Again, the opponents
quickly state that the analog reduction will only help to
make the IBOC signal sound naturally better. While it is true
that a frequency -limited analog signal will sound dull
compared to a fuller -bandwidth digital signal, it's a weak
argument to use this as the sole point of opposition to the
Clear Channel decision.

Can you summarily accept that there are no receivers
capable of receiving anything above 7kHz? Of course not.
There are radios that can cleanly receive wideband audio.
Based on the research I have seen, there are only a few
current designs that can do it. It's also difficult to determine
how many older or AM stereo receivers there are still in use
that have the wider bandwidth. In the end, you can't please
all the people all the time.

The benefits to the overall spectrum
sense to me. Reduction of adjacent -channel interference
and improved modulation efficiency are valid concerns.

I applaud the efforts of Littlejohn and Crawford for their
willingness to make this change to better AM radio today,
while still looking ahead to what radio broadcasting might
be tomorrow

Radio broadcasting is constantly challenged by other
forms of media, and runs the risk of being left behind in the
technology evolution. HD Radio is one form of digital
transmission in the latest stages of development and
earliest stages of rollout. DRM is being evaluated and
implemented for medium -wave around the world. Cam -d
is yet another digital AM system being developed.

If radio remains static it is destined to fail. It will be left
behind as the listening audience turns to (pods, podcasting,
satellite radio and other forms of digital delivery.

You may not like what you see and hear with the current
activity in analog and digital radio, but you can follow
those who are making a new path, take an active part
in clearing a different path or stay where you are and be
left behind.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherereprimediabusiness.com

Send comments to: E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905

8 November 2004 www.beradio.com
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Matrix Portabie!
Deliverinc the sound of the coin toss
to listeners around the work] s as
sin ple as pressing a button. Only
the advanced Comrex Matrix
POTS codes delivers the highest
quality audio and superior
connection reliability over both
standard wired and GSM w reless
phone connections. Our road -
proven design and construction,
plus ease of operation and real -
world fee -toes, make Matrix your
best choice for all your POTS and
ISDN remotes. The results? 'dour
listeners hear the collision, the grurting,
the exhale._ and the sound cr victory.

Doing 13 remote? Put Comrex on the lint
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Matrix Rack:
Sure all the action is in the field, but a great remote
needs a great home base. And there's nothing bette-
than the Motnx Rack. It's compatible via POTS and
ISDN with ALL Comrex coders as well as those from
nearly everyone else. Perfect for receiving those calls
from the field. Make the Matrix Rack the center cf
communications for ALL your remotes

Grab your audience by the ears and give them
the full experience-not just a story.

Toll Free 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: infogcomrex.con
19 Pine Road, De% ens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-734-1776  Fax: 978-78417U



Managing Technology

The value of datacasting
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

dio spectrum is a lot like real estate in that
the portion of spectrum controlled by an
individual or corporation can be viewed
is vacant land. Consider some other

similarities:
1. The amount of footprint permitted on

that piece of spectrum determines how
large an area can be covered (proximity to
population centers).

2.The amount of permissible bandwidth
for use by an owner (how much land is
available).

3.The specific location where the licensee

Datacasting real-time information, such as traffic, program or emergency
information, is becoming more commonplace.

has the rights to use the spectrum (more
population equals more potential demand).

4. Other spectrum available in the same
location (more supply equals less demand).

5. Specific uniqueness of the spectrum
(what differentiates the particular portion
of spectrum).

History
For most of its history, the broadcast

industry benefited from the fact that it was
one of the only media capable of provid-
ing adequate and reliable signal coverage
over a large area. Beginning in 1955,
broadcasters were permitted to use sub -
carriers for voice and data (also known as
the Subsidiary Communications Author-
ity or SCA). Many leased the space to
various reading or language services. It
was also common to use a subcarrier to
provide data returning from the remote

control unit at the transmitter site.
In 1993, the Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS) stan-

dard was introduced as a means of using the subcarrier
to broadcast specific information that permits a receiver
to tune stations based on format and provide traffic,
program and emergency broadcast information, as well
as other capabilities.

One-way or two-way?
By definition, datacasting was intended as a means to

continually broadcast (or stream) real-time information
fora specific audience. In some cases, the data may either
be streamed to every subscriber or selectively broadcast
to subscribers based on their preferences. There are
several good applications for one-way datacasting, partic-
ularly as a means to send real-time information such as
news, traffic, weather, stock info and music titles.

Other less obvious applications include program -asso-
ciated data (PAD), differential signals for precision GPS,

supple-
mental audio, messaging, electronic program guide and
Emergency Alert System information. Of course, some of
these applications are currently enabled with the stations'
RBDS capabilities. Given the nature of datacasting, having
two-way capability may not be a necessity, but it could
provide certain interactive capabilities more in line with a
traditional Internet connection.

In the past 10 to 20 years, several platforms that permit the
broadcast of data to the general public have emerged.

Without a doubt, the Internet is the largest and most
economical medium for the real-time broadcast of data.
While many would argue that this means of transport is
limited because of the need to have a PC connected to the
Internet, the reality is that the Internet is commonly avail-
able through devices such as the new generation of
wireless mobile telephones and PDAs.

Verizon has begun an initiative to provide fiber to every
home and business it serves, called FTTP or fiber to the
premise. Of course, the realization of this will take several
years and a huge financial commitment, but in the end they
will be capable of providing more content than any
currently available medium. And, let's not forget satellite
radio. This service has more than adequate bandwidth to
handle any type of datacasting application, including
video. XM, for example, recently announced that it will
provide a weather service aimed primarily at the aviation
industry. It will broadcast high -resolution graphical weath-
er products, as well as other aviation-speci fic flight informa-
tion. The service was recently certified by the FAA for use
in commercial aircraft.

Compared to other wireless services broadcasters, such
as wireless telephone and satellite radio, terrestrial

10 November 2004 www.beradio.com



Commander
Modular Stereo POTS ISDN GSM Codec 3

Introducing the new Tieline Commander

At Tieline, we've taken a fresh approach to audio codec design_ Novi,/ you can customize your audio code:: to
suit your exact needs for remote broadcasts and STLs. You only pay for what you need and we're the first to
be compatible with most major ISDN and POTS codecs in yotr

Think of the new Commander G3 as a codec foundation with two expansion slots which acceptymir choice of
POTS, ISDN and GSM modules. You simply buy what you need.

For example, if you need a mono 15kHz POTS codec, simply
buy the Commander G3 with a POTS module for one low
price. Need 15kHz Stereo or dual mono over POTS? Just
add another POTS module.

If you're looking for a mono/stereo ISDN codec without
POTS, you can buy a Commander G3 with an ISDN mod-
ule only. It comes with G.711, G.722, and Mpeg Layer 2.
Tieline's "Music" algorithm also delivers an astounding
15kHz stereo over a single ISDN B channel! You can
always add a POTS or wireless GSM module later if you
need.

Need a stereo ISDN STL with automatic failover to
15kHz mono POTS? Buy the Commander G3
with POTS and ISDN modules plus Tieline's
new Freedom Failover software kit.

Plug in the GSM module and deliver up to
7.5 kHz over GSM networks and up to 15 kHz
over HSCSD wireless networks.

Control your remote talent's mic input gain from the studio
and send simultaneous audio, serial data and relay activation i etner
direction.

We've even created digital matrix router software which enables you to cue audio off air, create
local audio intercom, and talkback to the studio all without interrupting your broadcast.

The new Tieline Commander G3 is simply the world's most power-ul, flexible end customizable codec. is
even compatible with your Comrex** Vector, Matrix. Blue and Musicem Liberty POTS codecs.

Every Tieline codec comes with a two year warranty plus the support of an experienced enjinee-iiig teem with
more than 25 years in the broadcast industry right here in Indianapolis. That's :why hundreds of stations, major
radio groups and networks across America use Tieline to deliver audio every single day.

1 -furry, free demonstration Commander G3's are limited. Call you favorite broadcast dealer or ca I us at
800-950-0750 to book your free demo.

TielingiAe
TECHNOLOGY ..( OMR% and Musmern art, nNestered totirr

mwevtivt Ctuporahon

Call: 800 950 0750
www.tieline.comfbe
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broadcasters have a significant disadvan-
tage.Wireless telephone carriers have been
aggressive with the deployment on cur-
rent -generation technologies such as GSM
(also called 2.5G) and are actively making
key markets ready for the expected next -
generation of service called 3G, which prom-
ises a seamless moderate speed (as much
as 128kb/s) mobile data connection. Sat-
ellite radio,through a combination of direct
satellite broadcast and local repeaters, pro-
vides a completely national footprint.

Once again broadcasters

1:2 ILI I ETTug nr,c1-.!, ow.

have limitations in terms of
bandwidth and, more notably,
what is available for datacast-
ing. This lack of bandwidth
translates to relatively low data
rates, which may not be a prob-

lem when it comes to broadcasting most
text information; however,supporting large
data streams such as graphical informa-
tion or multiple data streams may be nearly
impossible. The IBOC system claims to be
able to operate at a total data rate of 150kb/
s in hybrid mode; this would leave about

11200 series

II

54kb/s available for data services. The rate would in-
crease at east two -fold if operated in the full digital mode.
This data rate would certainly support most types of
datacasting applications.

Supply
In established radio markets there are usually several

stations capable of covering the same signal coverage to
that market. The question is,will there be enough datacast-
ing opportunities to go around? Currently the answer is no,
however,as new applications are developed and accepted
by the general public there could be some opportunity. It
is more likely that the most mainstream applications will
use alternative platforms that can reach the highest amount
of people before considering terrestrial broadcasting.
Consider the economic advantages of using a single
platform that can reach most of the U.S. population, rather
than entering into agreements with a large number of
individua. stations to cover roughly the same amount of
population. There is also the issue of the cost of managing
a large number of stations.

Terrestrial broadcasting doesn't contain any particularly
unique qualities. Sure, some stations cover a market better
than another due to license class, location or engineering,
but in general they all do the same thing and there are about
13,486 stations licensed in the United States.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Elkins Park, PA.

available in 5, 10, & 15 channel models
DC controlled, no audio on faders
high performance analog design
socketed ICs for ease of repair
mix minus bus for telephone
Penny & Giles slide faders

The 1200 series
of analog consoles
for on air & production Radio applications are
feature laden and reliable. DC control of
audio means there is no audio on faders or
switches for maximum life & reduced RF
interference. Use of P&G slide faders, 10
million operation on/off switches, and only
the best components makes the console
durable and reliable. Features such as the
mix minus bus for interface with a telephone
hybrid makes the 1200 ideal for professional
studio applications.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com

...radio consoles
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Gone.
Introducing Nautel's Newest Cutting Edge FM Technology -

Digital Adaptive Pre -Correction
Worried about not meeting the HD Radio" mask

requirements? After all, you wouldn't want to

interfere with someone else's signal. Nautel's new

M5o digital FM exciter samp.es the all -digital or

hybrid HD Radio' output of the Vio, to kW FM

transmitter and dynamically applies digital adaptive

pre -correction. This means no expensive external

bandpass filter and no additonal tuning. Even

better, because the M5o continuously monitors

and adjusts the RF output, your performance is

optimized regardless of environmental changes

and your signal will always be within spectral limits.

To learn more about how we can

perfect your HD Radio" signal, visit

our website www.nautel.com.

H 5) Rdio

161
nautei

Phone: +7902.823.2233 I Fax: +1.902.823.3183 I infoonautel.com I www.nautel.com SIMPLY THE BEST ENGINEERED TRANSMITTERS

Virtuoso and Maestro are registered trademarks of Nautel Limited. All rights reserved. HD Radio Is a trademark of Ifliquity Digital Corp.



FCC Update

FCC gets tough on debts
By Harry Martin

4

141

he FCC has adopted new rules in an effort
to crack down on deadbeat licensees and
applicants. The new rules went into effect
on Nov. L At that point, the FCC began
checking its database to see if anyone
seeking a benefit from the FCC is delin-
quent on any debt to the agency. By com-
paring the FCC Registration Number (FRN)
of the entity seeking the benefit with its
roster of reprobate FRNs, the FCC can put a
"red light" on the processing of any appli-
cation by such entities.

Among other things, the FCC indicated
that the system will cross-check not only
FRNs but the underlyingTlNs (employer ID
numbers or social security numbers) for
unpaid debts. This means you can't just
open a new FRN to avoid the red light. The
Commission explained that debts owed to
the Universal Service Fund, the TRS Fund,
and other FCC -mandated funds will come
under the delinquent debt umbrella, along
with the annual regulatory fees and appli-
cation fees familiar to most broadcasters.

Good news, bad news
On the positive side, the FCC indicated

that delinquent applicants will get a notice
of their delinquency so that they can cure
it (with appropriate penalties) in time to get
their application granted. Now is a good
time, then, to double-check the contact
person on your CORES account because
that person alone will receive the FCC
delinquency notice. If youraccount hasan
outdated address or contact person, you
may not receive timely notice that a fee of
some sort has not been paid. A new
resource called"Red Light Check"became
available on the FCC's website as of Oct. L
Using your FRN and pass code, you can
determine instantly whether you are sub-
ject to a red light for any reason.

Unfortunately, the data available through
a Red Light Check is minimal. It consists of
the FRN, FCC bill number and the amount
of the debt, but does not identify the nature
of the deficiency. The FCC's staff has been
working on ways to improve the system by
adding full billing data to its Red Light Check

system. As of this writing such information was not available
and debtors must rely on phone calls or e-mail communi-
cation with the FCC if they have questions about the accu-
racy of the FCC's data.

Applicants who dispute a debt that shows up in the FCC's
system may contest the assessment in writing. In the case
of documented non -frivolous appeals, the "red-light" will
be suspended while the FCC considers the case.

To illustrate the FCC's seriousness about this new initia-
tive, consider the case of one applicant who filed to
participate in the FM auction. An auction participant is
required to submit upfront payments equal to 50 percent
more than the established upfront payment applicable to
others if the participant in question "has previously been
in default on any Commission license or has been delin-
quent on any non -tax debt owed to any federal agency!'
The applicant asked for a waiver of that requirement. It
seems that he had obtained a $2,240 student loan in 1985
to attend broadcasting school. The loan was guaranteed
by the Higher Education Assistance Foundation. The loan
went into default "due to unemployment and other finan-
cial setbacks:and was referred to the IRS. But by 1992 the
loan had been repaid (with interest). In light of the fact that
the default was cured more than a decade ago, the appli-
cant argued that he should not be subject to the 50 percent
penalty in his upfront auction payment.

The Commission denied the waiver request. According
to the FCC, its "rules and the integrity of the competitive
bidding process are best served by applying the upfront
payment requirement in a fair and consistent manner"
While this case arose in a context other than the new debt
collection rules, it reflects a certain hard-nosed approach
likely to apply under the rules, too.

Persons doing business with the FCC should keep re-
ceipts of payments made to the agency. Not only could
these help to resolve any mistakes on the FCC's part, but
the receipts may well be necessary in the context of a
station sale to ensure the buyer that all licenses have been
validly issued. Under the new rules, all license grants are
contingent on the payment of debts owed to the FCC.

Martin is president of the Federal Communications Bar Asso-
ciation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington,
VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

Dateline:
Radio stations in the following states must file their

renewal applications by Dec. 1: Colorado, Minnesota,
Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota.

Also on Dec. 1 stations in Kansas, Nebraska and
Oklahoma must begin broadcasting their pre -filing
renewal announcements.

14 November 2004 www.beradio.com



SAS Connected Digital Network'

Rubicon Control Surface

320 Digital Audio Router

RIOLinr Remote I/O

AT LAST, A BOARD GEEKS AND JOCKS CAN BOTH DROOL OVER.

Fact is, SAS packs so much sophistication

and capability into the depths of the new
Rubicon- control surface that even the most

intensive major market

programmer or board
operator will swoon. Yet
Rubicon is so intuitive, so

comfortable, so easy to

use, the weekend intern is

sure to sound like a pro.
Here's why:

Frequently used
controls are always
right at the operator's

MDIMIHUS
Programl
Off -Line

Recordl
PoF ;TS I
Split L

fingertips. And for the power -user,

the SAS multi -function "dynamic

control matrix" provides quick
access to deeper capabilities. In

other words, Rubicon has a bucket -

load of features for the simplest

or most complex of broadcast -

related tasks.

And shoulc you think form
to precede function, you'll find
Rubicon's clean, easy -to -under-

stand interface wrapped up
within a custom -configured,

drop -dead gorgeous frame.

Best of all, Rubicon is engineered by
the brand synonymous with the finest in
digital audio routing and network design.
When it comes to quality and reliability,
Dur name is

311 over it.

Come see for yourself Rubicon's brains
and beauty, power and performance.

It'll be love at first sight.

rubicon'

Engineering great radio'

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

For more information (all 1.818.840.6749,
email sales@sasaudio.rom or visit www.sasaudio.com.
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FREE System configuration...
send us your approved PCs and we will load software,

configure, and network test your PCs. This is a free
service in the Xtreme 'Solutions' program

FREE Factory training...
Arrakis maintains training studios in its corporate
headquarters in Fort Collins, Colorado. The Arrakis
Xtreme 'Solutions' program provides free training at
its studios in Fort Collins Come visit our beautiful facili-
ty nestled in the foothills of the Pocky Mountains and
enjoy the area's hiking, biking, skiing, canoeing and
other recreational activities

FREE Telephone support ...

the Xtreme 'Solution provides sophisticated support
for station personnel by phone, email, web, and other
electronic means Training, maintenance, repairs, and
routine support are provided free of charge within the
Xtreme 'Solutions' program during business days and
hours

FREE Hardware replacement...
if the Arrakis 'Bndge' hardware should fail for any rea-

son, Arrakis will replace it under our monthly
'Solutions' program at no charge.

FREE Software Upgrades...
one absolute certainty is that PC technology evolves at

a furious rate. Operating systems are only one
example... Windows 95, 98, Me, NT, 2000, and now XP

Automation software is no exception. Each year sees a
new version costing hundreds or even thousands of
dollars. With the Xtreme 'Solutions' program, you
receive the new versions at no charge.

Xtre-re SOFTWARE'
powerkl J/indows PC soft-

ware fm lie air, automa-
tion, sc II ruling, and pro-

duction

No down payment
Return at any time
Free Factory training
Free Hardware support"
Free Telephone support
Free Software upgrades.
Free Hardware upgrade
Free PC and Network setup
C just add a PC, we do the rest

the XTREME 'Solutions' program
live on air, hard disk automation, satellite automation,

scheduling, & production

Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio systems. Pay one very low

monthly fee, and we do the rest. We supply the audio hardware, software, ano support, while

all that you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment there is no financial

risk or capital expense: the old automation system can be upgraded out of current operating

costs. With free system configuration and training you receive the help you reed to make a

smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are

worry free. Free telephone support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means

you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the

PC computer and we can help you with that too... also for free. The 'Bridge' hardware supplied

by Arrakis contains the audio sound cards, routing switchers, and control logic so that the PC

requires NO special hardware or setup. This means that the PC can be off -tie -shelf, and

unmodified so that it is easily serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' program is per worksta-

tion for complete redundancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM combo with production room for

only $300 per month. With more than 15 years of automation experience and thousands of

Arrakis automation systems in the field around the world, Arrakis can provide you pith the solu-

tion that meets BOTH your business AND technology needs.

970-461-0730 www. arra kis-systems. corn



Dowiload a free demo from our website
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a better
TECHNOLOGY
solution...

11111- MirNo custom PC required

Use an unmodified, off -the -shelf PC

No thirdthird party sound cards, switchers or lo ic
011.4410

The Arrakis 'Bridge' IS the sound cards, switcher, & logic

If the 'Bridge' fails for any reason we replace it FREE of charge

drrerl way to do Radio utomation

Xtreme 'BRIDGE'
a 16 x 3 stereo routing switcher,
dual PC sound cards, &

control logic
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A typical automation system for Radio today is a complex mixture of products from sev-

eral companies. The software is from the automation company, the PC from a second

company, the sound cards from a third company, and the switcher from a fourth compa-

ny. This type of system is a nightmare to support. repair, and upgrade. As BOTH a hard-

ware and software manufacturer, Arrakis has solved this very real problem by designing a

product that we have named the 'BRIDGE.' The 'Bridge' contains the sound cards, switch-

er, and logic in a single plug in box that is external to the PC. It literally creates a "bridge"

between the networked world of the PC and the audio world of the radio station. Because

the PC has no special cards, it can be supported by a local PC technician. Because the

bridge is a broadcast style product, it can easily be installed and supported by your local

radio engineer. Finally, because the bridge is included in our 'Xtreme Solutions' program, it

will simply be replaced if it has a problem o' any kind. Better by design, XTREME-digilink is

a new and BETTER way to do Radio Automation.

$100 per month
...the risk free automation system

XTREME-digilink

970-461-0730 www arrakis-systems corn Arrakis
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By Chriss Scherer, editor, and Scott Fehl

The next time you have to wire something in your facility, think about what you're about to do.
Will you reach for the standard single -pair, shielded wire you have used for the past 25 years

without considering what it will do to the signal? With the proliferation of digital audio sources
and Ethernet routing,you probably keep two or three types of wire available at all times. While
it all may seem like copperstrands, there are real differences in wire, even between types that
are supposedly for the same purpose.

No one paid attention to the wire being used when all the signals within a facility were
baseband analog audio and low bit -rate data. These low -impact uses are not as easily
affected as today's high -bandwidth signals. Paperclips and zip cord may pass a signal,
but not over any distance with any reliability.

Choosing the best wire for the job is important, but there are realistic limits
that can be achieved. The mechanics and physics of a wire or cable are
important. I'm not suggesting that you remove all the existing wire in your
facility and replace it with some oxygen -free, helium -rich, deuterium -
encased boutique wire. That isn't necessary. However, there are
considerations that are likely taken for granted.

While wire is a passive component in an installation, the wrong
choice can introduce signal losses between the source and desti-
nation, as well as introduce possible interference from external
noise. The result is lost data and excessive installation time.

The physical basics
There areseveral operational characteristicsthat are tied

to the physical properties of a cable.
Noise rejection is an inherent trait of a balanced

signal if the circuit balance is maintained. The
quality of the shielding-if one is used on the
cable-and the consistency and tightness of
the twist of the wires affect the noise rejec-
tion capability.

In general, the cable should have a
high number of twists for a given

18 November 2004 www.beradio.com



Resource
Guide

A list of wire and cable manufacturers

Altinex
800-ALTINEX  www.altinex.com

Belden Wire & Cable
800-BELDENl www.belden.com

Canare
818-365-2446  www.canare.com

Clark Wire & Cable
800-222-5348  www.clarkwc.com

6epEo International
800-966-0069  www.gepco.com

length. A cable's noise rejection capability
will increase with more twists that are consis-
tent and tightly maintained.

Shielding is most effective for EMI and RF
rejection. The two most popular forms of
shielding, both of which are effective, are braid-
ed and foil. Braided Shields have excellent
rejection and flex -life, while foil shields are
more cost effective and offer the best high -
frequency rejection. A foil shield is also often

easier to terminate.
Attenuation is the loss of

signal. The longer the run,
the more attenuation the

cable will have. The size of the
conducto- or gauge of the wire
plays a significant role in limiting

attenuation. Forlong runs, 22 or 24 gage
is better. However, if you are soldering to a
multi -pin connector or patchbay,24 or 26 gage
is the best choice.

The type and amount of dielectric also affects
the loss in the cable. As the signal travels
through the copper conductor it is absorbed
through the dielectric and into the shield. The
dielectric is the insulation that coats each
conductor, which electrically separates the
conductors from each other and the shield.
Signal absorption is more pronounced at high-
er frequencies. The lower the dielectric con-
stant and the thicker he insulation, the less
signal will be absorbed. This absorption is
caused by capacitance, so a lower capaci-
tance will also result VI less absorption.

Working the medium
Each cable has its Dwn specific physical

properties that shoulc be considered. Most
permanent installations require using a cable
that is UL -listed as flane retardant. Each UL
classification has specific standards for flame
spread and smoke particle. By using specific
types of plastic compounds, the desired UL
listing will be achieved.
The construction of the cable affects the

speed and ease with which it can be terminat-
ed. Drain wires facilitate easier ground termi-
nation, while certain dielectric types are easier
to strip and have high melt temperatures that
reduce wick back. Timed copper conductors
are easier to solder, and certain jacket com-
pounds are easier to grip than others.

One often overlooked characteristic is a bond-
ed shield, where the foil shield is attached to the
outer jacket.Th is signifi :antly reduces the effort
to strip the outer jacket. The next time you buy
your favorite wire, see if the shield is bonded to
the jacket. If it's not,sutatitute a model that it is.
You'll be glad you made the change.

www.beradio.com November 2004 19
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Hell Sound RAM Systems
618-257-3000* www.heilsound.com 800-779-7575  www.ramsyscom.com

Klotz AIS Redco Audio
+49 8106 3080  www.klotz-ais.com 800-572-7280  www.redco.com

Mogami America West Penn Wire
800-800-6608  www.mogamicable.com 800-245-4964  www.westpenn-cdt.com

Nemal Electronics Wireworks
800-522-2253  www.nemal.com 800-642-9473  www.wireworks.com

More information Is available online In the
Radio magazine Buyers Guide.
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Logitek Brings Flexibility to Fast -Paced Operation

The Remora -4 is a tiny

but powerful workho-se
for production, news

and backup ope-ation.

As your needs change,
Logitek can change with you.

Our Numix and Remora consoles are flexible enough to handle the pace of your

facility, whether it's in a major market or a small town. On -air and production

rooms, news and edit suites can all share sources from our versatile router, the

Logitek Audio Engine. It's networkable to accommodate as many sources as you

need to share. For your next rebuild or update, Logitek is the logical choice.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor
Houston, TX 77081 USA 713.664.4470 800.231.5870 www.logitekaudio.com 0 2004 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

-

Console Con=figurations Include

Nunix - 6 to ;_4 faders
(12 -fader system shown)

Remora - 4 to 22 faders
4 -fader system shown)

Powered by the Logitek Audio
Engine, a fulLeatured audio router

Logitek
Console Router Systems



Digital bits
Digital signal cables include all the considerations

listed above, but have additional unique require-
ments. The most important one is impedance.

The AES3 audio standard specifies a cable with
a characteristic impedance of non, ±20 percent.
While analog audio wire will pass an AES3 signal,
that signal will be adversely affected, particularly

over any distance. A conventional analog audio cable has a
characteristic impedance of 3051 to 6012. Digital signals are more like
RF,while analog audio signals are more like dc in a given conductor.
When a digital signal is passed through a mismatched impedance,
internal reflections can develop within the cable. Foran AES3 signal,
the 11051 impedance should be maintained. Figure 1 shows the
effect of an impedance mismatch.

For reference,characteristic impedance is different than conven-
tional dc resistance of the conduc-
tors. Characteristic impedance is
determined by the ratio of the diam-
eter of the conductor,the shield,the
thickness of the insulation and the
dielectric constant of the insulation.

Bit errors and jitter are caused when
the bit becomes unrecognizable or
the spacing between bits becomes
inconsistent. Impedance mismatch-
es,as mentioned previously, can cause

standing waves within the cable.These

standing waves cause additive and
subtractive interference tothe original
signal, causing bit errors and jitter.

External interference and cable at-
tenuation can also cause bit errors
and jitter.

Pulse Rounding of Data Bits

Original bit pulse
Pulse through 11012 digital audio cable

Pulse through analog audio cable

Figure 1. Improper characteristic impedance of a cable used for a digital signal can have
adverse effects.

Maximize your FM Station!
telt

Success Starts with rflnvestigator V2.5kr'The software that works as hard as you do.
avesfLyafcr V2.5 is our most flexible program yet.

Display Audemat-Aztec Navigator 100 & Navigator 007 field surveys.
Export propagation jobs for display in other maping programs.
Import contour information from other programs for your use.
One set of TOPOI Maps is Included with the program.

Display and Printing Improvements
Set colors and line weights for easier to read maps
Invert colors easily for faxing
Create your own map labels
Variable job scan range
Display ESRI Shape Files

Pt4SAVSN
With this advanced module you can create path-

_ loss files for propagation analysis in rflnvestigator.

Check out our other
fine products on Call 352-336-7223 for information.
.rfsoftware.com Today! On -site Training Available

"DA Design Tool" Improvements
Completely redesigned to work fast
Set your own antenna design limits
New booster designer

Dt-Natott. is a "behind -the -scenes" utility
program that downloads data from the FCC
website and creates databases for our various
products. Never buy another database!

Software, Inc"'
innovative engineering tools
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Digital audio cable should have a bandwidth of 25MHz to
effectively be used with sample rates as much as 192kHz. This
means that the impedance, capacitance and loss stay within
acceptable standards and tolerances up to 25MHz.

Consider a 24 -bit sample depth. Added to this sample is an eight -
bit header, creating a 32 -bit word. Stereo signals are interleaved,
creating a 64 -bit word per sample. Finally, each bit has leader bit,
creating a total of 128 bits per sample. When the resulting 128 -bit
word is sampled at 192,000 samples per second, the product is
24,576,000 bits per second (b/s), or
24.6Mb/s.

The required bandwidth of a digital
audio signal is significantly higher
than an analog signal, as the equation
above shows: 25MHz vs. 20kHz. A
digital cable's high -frequency attenu-
ation is a critical factor. A lower high -
frequency attenuation is desirable.

To reduce high -frequency attenua-
tion, reduce the capacitance of the
cable. Capacitance is determined by
the type and amount of dielectric
(insulation). Digital signal cables of-
ten use different types of materials
and in greater amounts. Common
materials include a foam polyethyl-
ene, foam polypropylene or foam Te-
flon. These compounds have lower
dielectric constants (between 1.5 and
1.9, compared to 2.26 and higher in
analog audio cable). For reference,
the dielectric constant of air is 1.0.

Reducing the high frequency atten-
uation of the cable will also reduce the
rounding of the signal. With enough
rounding, the signal will fall below the
threshold of being distinguished as a
0 or 1. Again, see Figure 1.

Give a little bit
Digital signal cable can easily be

used for analog signals. In fact, digital
wire is the best analog wire you can
get because of the tighter tolerances.

Ethernet cables operate at even high-
er frequencies. The twist applied to
the conductors plays an even more
important role in maintaining signal
integrity. The twist should be main-
tained as far as possible to the con-
nector termination.
Because of the increased use of

Ethernet signals, and the application
of Ethernet standards to audio,CAT-5
cable has been used to carry AES3
signals. The AES3 signal requires a
twisted pair cable with a characteris-
tic impedance of 110(1,±20 percent.
The CAT -5 Ethernet standard calls for
a characteristic impedance of 10011,
*1511.This results in a range of 8511 to

115ff Compare this to the AES3 extremes of 8811 to
13211. Except for the low end, the CAT -5 range falls
within the AES3 standard. If CAT -5 cable is used for
AES3 audio,it is a good idea to use a CAT -5 cable with

a tighter impedance tolerance. A range of ±712
works well.

Fehl is product and marketing manager, Gepco Inter-
national.

Total Radio:
Guaranteed.

This year. you might implement HD Radio. Or you may upgrade

your analog plant and go HD Radio later. Either way, you want to

buy confidently, without the risks of rapid obsolescence or unpre-

dictable expenses. That's why BE makes this guarantee: Any AM or

FM transmitter you buy from BE today will be compatible with your

future HD Radio plans. And you'll get a firm price quote, valid for

three years, on BE HD Radio gear.

Choosing BE today will serve ycu well into the future.

V
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Brnackast Electronic, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street. PO. Box 3606. Quincy. Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electroncs, Inc
HC) Radio is a registered trademark of iBiguity Digital Corporation.
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Braided shield preparation
By Chriss Scherer, editor

Braided -shield cables provide a flexible method of electrically
shielding a cable. The braid also adds strength to the cable.
Because of this, braided -shield cables are the best choice for
cables used in mobile, remote or live applications. The drawback
to using a braided shield, however, is the time and effort needed to
prepare the cable for attaching a connector.

The standard approach is to completely unbraid the shield to free
the conductors inside, and then twist the shield conductors
together. While there is nothing wrong with this method, it is
tedious to unbraid the shield. Pulling and twisting the individual
wires of the braid also subjects them to a great deal of stress,
which often weakens the wires, breaking some of them in the
process. In addition, the reformed shield conductor tends to shed
wires causing potential electrical problems later on.

An alternate method provides a cleaner way to prepare the
shield without subjecting the wires to stress, and it results in a
cleaner, more manageable shield conductor.

The traditional method
The most common method-and most potentially damaging-

is to fan the braided conductors and then twist them together.
Some of the individual strands will break during this process,
and shield suffers a great deal of stress. Figures 1 and 2 show
this process.

A better way
Instead of fanning the shield, it is possible to leave the braid

intact while pulling the internal conductors out to be terminated.
To do this:

1. Push the braided shield away from the end of the wire to loosen
the braid.

2. With a pointed tool, carefully push the strands to the side to
make an opening in the braid.

Series
110
9,999

Powerful Automation from BSI
Free syste

upgrades
available

now!

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really Is. Test and try before you buy.

.ww.bsiusa.com 888-11SI-

.

roadeast Software Intern

ara el espanol, llama
916) 368-6332
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3. Loop the tool around the conductors pull them through the opening in the braid. If there is a paper
or plastic wrapper, you may be able to remove this before you create the opening in the braid.

4. Continue pulling the conductors aid filler through the opening.
5. Cut the filler material.
6. Lightly squeeze and pull on the empty, loosened braid to tighten it.
It takes some skill to separate the braid without breaking the conductors, but the skill is easily

learned. At first, this will probably take more time to prepare the cable than the fanning method,
but with some practice, the preparation time will decrease.

This technical note originally appeared on the Radio magazine website at beradio.com in the
Engineer's Notebook.
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Applied Technology

Navigauge IQ Monitor
By Steve Varga

t has been nearly 85 years since the birth of
commercial radio broadcasting by KDKA
in Pittsburgh and a whole lot has
changed...or then again, maybe not. Radio
broadcast technology has evolved, con-
tent has progressed with the times and
radio personalities have pushed the limits
of what is considered acceptable over the
pubic airwaves, but for the past 50 years,
radio has measured who is listening and
what they are listening to the old-fashioned
way. The same paper diary methods of the
1950s are still in use today with the same
weaknesses and inaccuracies that come
from relying on human recollection.

Vehicle AM/FM Antenna

Directional Coupler

Modem Antenna OD

( AR AUDI() SYSTEM

Speakers

GPS Antenna

il's
RADIO Nit )NIIORNIl /III St RECEIVER

The functional components of the IQ Monitor.
In -car listening is the most frequent of all

radio listening. But to monitor this with the
paper reporting method, data must be
logged while driving, or the driver must
recall the radio stations he listened to and
for how long during the drive.The latter is
nearly impossible with any level of accura-
cy or granularity. Listeners that are in-
clined to bounce around the radio dial
during commercial breaks or when an
unfavorable song catches their ears are
nearly impossible to notate.

Obtaining such accuracy is not normally
a life -and -death situation, unless the listen-
er is trying to make entries into his diary
while navigating through rush-hour traffic.
However, the data that results from this

form of collection drives radio station programming rat-
ings, and ultimately the advertising dollars that can be
commanded for certain spots.

With $20 billion spent annually on radio advertising in
the U.S.,there are significant decisions being made based
on 50 -year -old methods of ratings data collection.

Technical innovation is changing listener -data collec-
tion, and Navigauge has developed and deployed a mon-
itoring, data transmission, storage and Web -based report-
ing system.

Technology and methodology
Navigauges patent -pending technology collects data to

develop radio ratings and track mobile behavior and
consumer retail patterns. Doing this without significantly
affecting a vehicle's audio system components or requir-
ing the radio broadcast infrastructure to be modified on a
nationwide basis is the purpose of Navigauge's IQ Monitor
and its Automated Audience Reporting Management Sys-
tem (AARMS).

The company's wireless -based technology yields real-
time data that reveals where drivers are, what they are
listening to and for how long.This measurement system
delivers a range of in -vehicle data including:

 radio listening behavior,such as channel changes and
station duration, which are automatically and unobtru-
sively captured and time -stamped without driver interac-
tion or distraction;

 vehicle location and travel patterns, monitored via GPS;
 associated quantitative and qualitative demographic

information about the drivers making these decisions.
Navigauge's means of pseudo -passively monitoring ra-

dio usage, combining it with GPS location, transmitting the
resulting data on a real-time basis and providing action-
able Web -based reporting is the result of research and
development over the past three years. Six substantive
goals were established to do this.

L The panelist/driver must not be distracted or influ-
enced by the need to do anything out of the ordinary
during monitoring.

2. The monitoring device installation must not require
internal modifications to audio components or changes to
the commercial broadcast infrastructure.

3.The monitoring device installation must be fast and
inconspicuous.

4. The collected listening and location data must be
available on a real-time basis with no action required by
the panelist/driver to upload data.

5. The received data must be securely stored and then
presented in an intuitive actionable manner via Internet -
based reports that provide immediate value to broadcast-
ers, advertisers, retailers, branded product companies, ad
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Computer viruses, trojans and worms are not new

phenomena. These pesky parasites have been
inflicting electronic pain on computers since

Arpanet first went online in 1969. Since then, comput-
ers used in both the business office and the home are
successfully using firewalls and products made by
Norton Antivirus and McAfee to keep safe from un-
wanted online intruders. But a different epidemic is
affecting web users everywhere regardless of profes-
sion, social standing and surfing habits. Computers all
around the globe are being attacked by software that
sneaks through firewalls and even the best virus
protection software.

By Aller J. Singer

It's called spyware,or rr alware or scumware; it means
the same whichever term is used. Spyware is made up
of trojans and other insidious virus programs that are
attached to websites and wiggle into computer systems
through security holes in Windows. Once installed,the
software, or spyware then works behind the scenes
doing any of a number of things such as creating endless
pop -ups, redirecting the start page to an unwanted
search or adult page, recording surfing habits, continu-
ously causing run time errors and low memory alerts, or
at worst corrupting important system files. Hapless users
waste hours trying to get rid of this unwanted software.
Sometimes un-installation is easy, but many times it is
nearly impossible without expert help.
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This hijacked home page is the potential result of a spyware trojan.
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Spyware is closely associated with ad -
ware, but is not the same thing. Adware
will come bundled with store-bought
software and a lot of freeware available
online. Kazaa and Bonzi Buddy are just
two examples of the thousands of types
of freeware that infamously include ac -
ware and spyware. The user installing
Bonzi Buddy, for instance,might have the
option of not installing some of its ad -
ware. But the included spyware is mali-
cious: it will install itself without the us-
er's knowledge and can be passive or
dangerous, reporting surfing habits and
slowing down the connection.

The offending spyware can come bun-
dled with nearly any kind of software, or
it can hide in websites-waiting for vic-
tims to click on the page. When a user
opens a website containing a spyware trojan, the
browser might freeze and the hard drive may start
spinning. Depending on what was installed, any of
a number of things might happen next. If it is an
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When a browser is hijacked, the user may see a page like this
instead of the desired home page.

autodialer, the dial -up connection will be broken and a new call
will be made from the computer. If the phone jack isn't immedi-
ately unplugged, a long distance call to a far-off land will be made,
which can cost the liable user hundreds of dollars.

Other things can happen also: new links may now be in the
favorites list, a new desktop image may appear, or pages may take
forever to load. Or possibly,a surprising new home page may have
taken place of the old one thanks to the hijacker, one of the most
prevalent and irritating trends in spyware today. The variety most
often seen is made by a Russian company called Cool Web Search,
or CWS. This hijacker affects an amazing number of users, who,
once infected, tear their hair out in hopeless frustration.

CWS developed a clever program. When it inflicts itself onto a
computer,it installs new keys into the registry and look -alike files in
various Windows directories. Many of the files are hidden and
difficult to locate without using special software. The new home -
page address under the tools menu is"About:Blank:" or something
similar, and it cannot be changed back to the desired homepage.
Page transitions are much slower and the user may not be able
access his webmail, music networks or radio stations without being
immediately redirected to the CWS page. At first this hijacking is
annoying, but it quickly becomes a significant problem.

_I

Pl-

Where to find help.
These sites contain active help forums

and links to free spyware removal software.

vww.spywareinfo.com
boards.cexx.org

.vww.dslreports.com
www.net-integration.net/index.php

www.lavasoftsupport.com
www.tomcoyote.com
forums.techguy.org
computercops.biz

wvw.malwarebytes.biz
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Sound all around
IBOC in Surround Sound
by Chriss Scherer, editor

The development of IBOC technology has spanned more than 10 years.
We are now seeing IBOC systems deployed, and several major groups
have committed to installing HD Radio equipment in a majority of

their stations. The technology itself is seeing greater acceptance from some
of its long-time opponents. One promise of IBOC is that it will provide
enhanced services compared to the analog technology it will replace. Until a year
ago, the technology had little to show on this promise. The available enhance-
ments were about equal to existing technology. This is no longer the case.

IBOC's data capabilities have received new-found attention, and ongoing
tests of multichannel audio show that IBOC is already evolving. While some

still consider it flawed technology, the re-
sources being devoted to make IBOC

a viable source of audio entertain-
ment to today's media consumer are
propelling HD Radio forward.

Consumers have embraced sur-
round sound in their homes. A Ju-
piter Research study shows that 24
percent of American homes have a
surround -sound system already in-

stalled. Forecasts show that the pen-
etration of surround -sound systems

will steadily increase. As consumers ex-
pect to hear surround sound material, several companies are looking at IBOC
as the delivery vehicle for surround sound to keep radio current with con-
sumer expectations.

Work has begun to implement surround sound into the HD Radio system.
Four companies have identified this opportunity, and they are working to see
surround added to the list of HD Radio enhancements in pursuit of finding
the killer app for IBOC.

Strict definition
The term "surround sound" is not strictly defined. There are several sys-

tems available that provide multiple audio channels of information for play-
back over a system with speakers distributed around a listening sound field.
All the surround systems use a low -frequency channel to provide the deep
bass of the listening experience. Because of the omnidirectional properties
of low frequencies, this deep bass channel feeds a single subwoofer that is
usually placed near the front of the sound field. From there, five, six or seven
speakers can be placed around the listener to provide the surround soundfield.
The subwoofer provides the .1 element of a 5.1, 6.1 or 7.1 system.

Processing
Surround

By Mark Krieger
s there a surround audio
processor in your future?
Without a doubt, say in-

dustry leaders Orban and
Omnia Audio. But if you're
excecting something like a
five channel version of your
current stereo processor,
th,nk again.

Processing for 5.1 surround
w II become a must -have,
says Greg Schulke, sales and
marketing manager for
0 -ban Labs, because broad-
casters transmitting a digital
signal in that format will want
tc maintain a consistent prod-
uct while drawing surround
content from different
sources. But achieving the
practical realization of such a
product will require "entirely
new algorithms!'

Omnia Audio's Frank Foti
agrees. Any processing of the
5.1 signal has to pay close at-
tention to correlating chan-
nels dynamics in order to
faithfully preserve the spatial
imaging present in the sound
field. The change will be al-
most philosophical in nature
for many broadcast engi-
neers because the surround
environment, by its nature,
eliminates the current im-
perative for stereo loudness.
"The need for aggressive
gain reduction is just not
there," says Foti.

ontinued on page 3

Inside
KUVO in Surround 4

Random Sample:
...Sales Projections 6
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No, We Didn't Put AM Transmission
On A Low Carb Diet.

But We Did Pack A Ton of AM Power into a 650 lb Package!

Designed for the demands of both analog and digital transmission, the new 4MX 50 based on BE's
patent -pending 4M Modulation packs unparalleled 89% typical efficiency into a small footprint
with a price to match. All 32 power amplifiers, each with their own power supply, are hot-pluggable
and can be removed and replaced while the transmitter remains on the air. Dual, low -voltage power

supplies allow full operation with no loss of power or service even if one should go off line. Local
operation, diagnosis and status are performed on a 15" XGA graphical user interface and remotely

via IP. Power levels from 50 kW down to 250 W meet all your power level needs, day and night.
Contact BE for details.

Program Generation & Data Generation &

iin,RANTFIC740.

Trans I wit Transmission
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Broadcast Electronics, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street, P.O. Box 3606. Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc,



Sound all around
There are two general approaches to providing surround sound audio.

The multiple channels of audio can be carried through a system as discrete
elements. A 5.1 audio system would need six discrete audio paths. The other
approach is to use an encoded signal to carry the surround information. One
example of this is matrix encoding, which takes into account the amplitude
and phase differences of the various audio channels. The matrix approach
reduces the number of discrete paths needed to transmit a signal and has
been tried several times in the past with mixed results.

Moving ahead with surround sound technology for IBOC, the four com-
panies that are developing systems are
SRS Labs, Neural Audio, Fraunhofer
and Coding Technologies. All four
systems are different, and accomplish
the surround effect in different ways.

The Neural and Fraunhofer sys-
tems were demonstrated at
NAB2004. SRS received Ibiquity's
approval for compatibility with the

HD Radio system in June. Coding
Technologies unveiled its system at the 2004 NAB Radio Show. All four
systems are different technically.

IMI MI NM
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New methods of metering will be r3auired
for surround sound.

Neural Audio
Neural Audio has partnered with Harris to produce products based on

Neural's technology. The product that applies to surround sound for IBOC
is the Harris Neustar 5225. This processor accepts a 5.1 audio stream and
creates a stereo signal with a watermark that is used to reconstruct the sur-
round signal when it is decoded.

The resulting stereo audio and watermark stream can be transmitted through
a stereo signal path. Additional mono or stereo audio can be mixed with the
watermarked audio without affecting the watermark. This enables a station
to add audio elements, such as an announcer's voice, to the surround source.
When decoded, the surround material remains intact, as do the mono or
stereo elements that were added.

Once transformed into the two-dimensional version, the azimuth of the
original 5.1 image envelope is represented by inter -channel intensity differ-
ences. The depth of the original image envelope is represented by average
inter -channel coherence. Neural believes that intensity/coherence watermarking
is the ideal choice because of its similarity to the image construct of naturally
occurring two-dimensional stereo while providing stereo compatibility.

On the decoder, the 5.1 image is restored by a programmable, transform -
based spatial rendering system, called a Spatial Environment Engine (SEE).
The SEE can render any two-dimensional audio source into a signal with
two to 256 outputs.

An on -air demonstration of the Harris/Neural system was created by
KU\TO in September. See KUVO in Surround on page 4 for more.

Telos/Fraunhofer
lhe level difference, time difference and coherence between channels

creates the perception of a spatial image. While transmitting discrete sur-
round channels would preserve the surround sound field, transmitting

Processing Surround
continued t em page 1

While neither manufacturer
will say for sure exactly when
they intend to introduce a sur-
round processor, develop-
ment is clearly on their minds.
"We're not going to ignore it,"
Schulke said in a brief inter-
view, "but there has to be
sufficient demand to justify
the R&D costs-it's the
chicken and egg syndrome."

Foti's outlook was similar, if
a bit more specific. "It's going
to take about 18 months to
two years for surround to
move into the broadcast
market...right now the prod-
uct field is very limited, [ori-
ented] mostly towardTV."

111111' IIII _

The on -air surround processor of
tomorrow? Probably not.

Nevertheless, momentum
for 5.1 surround radio broad-
casting for FM IBOC is already
building among forward -look-
ing broadcasters. These
people realize they'll have to
compete for audience with
audio streamers wielding the
same technology in the very
near future, as evidenced by
Orban's streamed 5.1 demon-
stration at the Surround 2004
exposition in Los Angeles in
September. Seemingly in an-
swer, Fraunhoffer demon-
strated a 5.1 surround HD
Radio hardware demo at the
NAB Radio Convention in San
Diego. Can surround proces-
sors really be far behind? Time

tell.

Photo credits:
Page 1 - Illustration base and concept

courtesy of SRS Labs
Page 3 - Meter image courtesy of DK-

Technologies
Page 3 - Processor mock-up inspired

by Omnia Audio and Orban
1 Page 4 - Dianne Reeves in concert by

Grant Leighton

The DAB Answer Series is an ongoing
series of supplements dedicated to
covering the technology of digital
audio broadcasting.

Insight to IBOC - n swpfiement to Radio
maga.zine, Fall 2004, © 2004 Primedir.
Business Magazines & Media. AU

reserved.
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KUVO in Surround
On Location: Dianne
Reeves and the CSO
by Chriss Scherer

n Sept. 24, KUVO-FM,
Delve-, featured a
surround sound

broadcast of Dianne Reeves
performing with the Colorado
Sympt-ony Orciestra.The on -
air demonstration is part of
KUVO's efforts at implement-
ing HD Radio to its fullest po-
tential. KUVO a'ready claims
the title of Colorado's first FM

Dianne Reaves performing with
tne CSO on KUVO.

F'D Radio stat on.
Held at -he Boettcher Con-

cert Hall in Denver, the jazz
performance was recorded
and broadcast in 5.1 sur-
round sound. KUVO carried
the performance live with a
system that used two mixing
consoles, 'he Harris!Neural
Audio Neustar 5225 encoder
and Neustar codec
precontitioner, ano a pair of
APTTokvo codecs.

The performance was first
mixed on ar Allen and Heath
ML -3000 5.1 mixer. This mix
was then encodes to the
watermarked stereo mix
through a Farris 5225. The
stereo mix then added stereo
eiements for the broadcast,
such as announcer rr ics and
transition audio.The systems
ensures stereo compatibility

a 5225 decoder is not
present. Woen a decoder is
used on the receive side, the
stereo elements rerr ain in
stereo and the surrou id ele-
ments are dis:ributed to the
apprcpriate speakers.

A diagram of the and o sys-
tem is available at
beradio.corn. Follow the links
to this article.

Sound all around
multiple channels requires substantial bandwidth, which is not possible with
IBOC. The Fraunhofer method relies on a stereo mix for the significant part
of the bitstream, with an ancillary data stream to provide the surround sound
when decoded. The process begins with a 5.1 -channel audio feed. A stereo
version is created from this stream, which can be done manually or automati-
cally. An encoder then creates the ancillary surround data by comparing the
stereo and 5.1 versions to estimate the values as a function of frequency
within several sub -bands.

The result is that the 96kb/s FM channel carries two elements: an 80kb/s
stereo encoded stream, which can be played on a stereo IBOC receiver, and
a 16kb/s ancillary data stream that is used to recreate the surround sound.
There are no changes to the basic codec, so the stereo portion remains intact.
This division of the data stream is similar to the method used in the Tomor-
row Radio Project to create two independent audio streams. The system uses
High -Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding (HE-AAC).

Orban/Coding Technologies
Having debuted at the NAB Radio Show, Coding Technologies has en-

tered into the IBOC surround area, and has partnered with Orban to do it.
Coding Technologies, a company that specializes in enhancing perceptual au-
dio encoders with its Spectral Band Replication technology, has developed
the "plus" of AAC Plus and the "pro" of NIP3 Pro. Coding Technologies
also worked with Ibiquity to develop the HDC codec used in HD Radio.

Because this system is based on HDC, Coding Technologies touts that the
surround system is fully compatible with the existing codec, eliminating the need
to add hardware or software elements to decode the surround information.

Similar in approach to the Fraunhofer method, Coding Technologies uses
a stereo downmix to provide compatibility with stereo receivers, and adds a
data stream that contains the information needed to create the surround chan-
nels when the decoder is present. The main difference is that while Fraunhofer
locks the rate of the stereo and surround streams, Coding Technologies al-
lows the streams to be dynamic in their bit allocation without exceeding the
96kb/s limit. This allows for greater flexibility in the datastream application.

Coding Technologies notes that its system is designed to handle surround
or the multichannel Tomorrow Radio system being tested by NPR.

Orban and Coding Technologies are working together to ensure that HDC
surround can be deployed within a modem digital radio station without a
complete overhaul of the existing stereo infrastructure.

SRS Labs
SRS has developed a technology

called Circle Surround, which can en-
code 6.1 channels of discrete audio
for distribution over two -channel
carriers. SRS Labs has built rela-
tionships with major broadcasters,
who are providing some television
broadcasts in Circle Surround. In
addition, SRS has agreements with
Kenwood, Marantz, M -audio and
other manufacturers to provide

Surround scorecard
Currently, four companies are pur-

suing systems to provide
su-round sound for IBOC.
 Coding Technologies, through its

partner Orban
www. orban. corn

 Fraunhofer, through its partner
Omnia Audio
www.omniaaudio.corn

 Neural Audio and Harris
www.neuralaudio.com

 SRS Labs
www.srslabs.com

4 Insight to 1110C - a supplement to Radio magazine



The same way the red apple
above stands out from a group
of green ones, savvy radio
broadcasters know Scott
Studios' SS32 stands out above
other digital studio systems.

Air personalities prefer Scott's
touchscreen because it
enhances their flow and adds
to the show.
Listeners prefer Scott's uncom-
pressed digital audio because it
sounds better on the air.
Now, Scott's SS32 and Maestro
digital studio systems offer
major new revenue and service
opportunities through HD
Radio's broadcast data services.
Through Scott's new owner-
ship by dMarc Broadcasting,
your SS32 and Maestro studios

1 -888 -GET -SCOTT

will be at the cutting edge of
data services. =====
MR@MDAAEAA
AgMAIDAZI
INIMMEDA.
WIMMED=BAE

=1.170.1M=MMAAA.
JMOMIVAZOfila
mliAAA40
Scott delivers the licensed and
integrated technology of
iBiquity Digital Corporation's
HD Radio (PAD) protocols,
including dynamic text broad-
casting (dynamic PS), song and
artist identification, traffic,
weather alerts and more.
"dMarc highlights the critical
role that digital studio systems
will play in the success of HD
Radio," said Robert Struble,
chief executive officer, iBiquity
Digital Corporation. "dMarc's
initiative lets broadcasters

immediately integrate text -
based data services into their
HD Radio programming and
lays the foundation for the next -
generation HD Radio that fully
leverage the potential of rich
media in radio broadcasting."

Shown above is Los Angeles
morning personality Shawn
Parr of KZLA (FM) at his SS32.
Emmis also uses Scott sys-
tems at KPWR (FM) in LA, in
Chicago, St. Louis, and more.
For details about Scott and
dMarc's PAD data, call 1 -888 -
GET -SCOTT or visit www.scott-
studios.com's web site today.

75 Stemmons reeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

A dMarc Broadcasting Company



Sound all around
Circle Surround decoders in
playback equipment. Circle
Surround and Circle Surround
II encoding is compatible with
mono and stereo playback.

SRS has also worked with
Ibiquity to obtain a certification
of compatibility with HD Ra-
dio. The certification process
began about two years ago.

SRS states that Circle Sur-
round encoding can be distrib-
uted via a bit -rate as low as
48kb/s, but states that 128kb/s
will provide maximum separa-
tion. At 64kb/s, a station could
transmit a surround signal with
some separation in the main sig-
nal and use the Tomorrow Ra-
dio secondary channel as well.

Circle Surround is a matrix
encoder, using a summing and
difference network to downmix
the surround signal into a ste-

reo format, which includes a bias signal that is used to reconstruct the sur-
round information when decoded. Additional stereo information can also be
added to the encoded stream.

On playback, the decoder detects the surround -encoded information in
the stereo signal by analyzing the ratio between correlated information and
anti -phasic surround material inserted by the encoder. This ratio is generally
much higher in an encoded stereo signal than in a nonencoded signal.

From theory to application
All four of these systems are similar in that they create a stereo version of

the surround source and add some additional element to reconstruct the
surround information when decoded. This approach ensures compatibility
on stereo systems if the surround decoder is not available. With IBOC
surround in its infancy, this design allows the HD Radio system to continue its
stereo introduction without compromising the ability to add surround later.

For broadcasters, backward compatibility is ideal for existing facilities with
a stereo infrastructure because tripling the audio channel capability for dis-
crete 5.1 is not an easy task.

With four companies developing potential systems, there could be a con-
flict in deploying them in consumer devices. Stations can only implement one
system for transmission. If all four prove to be viable, it is possible that
consumer receivers will only be able to decode one or two of the formats.
One possible solution to this problem would be a software -defined receiver
that would automatically sense and decode the proper system.

Random Samp
urround sound is not a new concept to
consumers. The advent of HDTV, DVDs,

SACD, DTS and other media have increased
consumer awareness of the enhanced audio ex-
perience of surround sound.

For radio and IBOC, surround is yet another
way to show that technology is improving the
radio listening experience. But what is the fu-
ture of surround sound? According to data from
the Consumer Electronics Association, consum-
ers will continue to spend a great deal on sur-
round electronics over the next few years.

2011-

200x,

2000

2004

Home Audio System Sales

537 million in sales

562 million in sales

$69 million in sales

574 million in sales

100

437,000 Units

W14,000 Units

714,000 Units

787,000

100 400 800
Pron., led Units Sold Ito Thousands(

e
Car Audio System Sales

S473 million in sales 10.006 Million Unib

MMEIIIIIIIMMM1111
S4bh million in sales 9.947 Million Units

5448 million in sales 9.721 Million Units

7 8
PrOi. <led Unils Sold tIn Millions)

According to the forecast, sales of surround system for home
installation appear to have already peaked. Over the next three
years there will be a slow decline in sales, but the predictions
show that the numbers will continue to be strong.

On the positive side, the forecast calls for a steady increase
in sales of surround systems for car audio use. This holds
promise for radio and IBOC, because in -car listening has al-
ways been one of the more prevalent uses of terrestrial radio.
In addition, the number of surround -sound systems being in-
stalled in automobiles is increasing.

Data courtesy of CEA Market Research.

Insight to !UHF, - a supplement to Radio magazine
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We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership

The newest force in radio was forged from a rich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing a breath of fresh

air and a re -energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest

and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect

harmony and focused on the success of your business. From our innovative products to our forward -looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether you're

audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.

T H E N E W HARRIS RADIO TEAM I S 0 N T H E A I R

AUDIO CONSOLES DIGITAL RADII

www.broadcast.harris.com
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ries and media buyers.
e panel created must adhere to accepted industry
rds of demographic probability sampling within a
Vegion.

hardware
IQ Monitor is the size of a VHS videotape. It is
'cted to the automobile's audio system at the re-

antenna input and the speaker outputs. By sequen-
.njecting a defined, low-level RF-modulated narrow-

tone and then monitoring it after it has been
:Idulated at the speaker outputs, the IQ Monitorcan
m the tuned station quickly and accurately. Trig-
'oby the short silence that is inherent in every car
When a listener changes stations, the IQ Monitor,.,

a sequential scan of each of the known commer-
M and FM carrier frequencies injecting a narrow-
lione at each carrier frequency and then listening for
le tone is not detected, the IQ Monitor moves to the
tarrier frequency and repeats the inject -and-detect
eas until the tone is detected.
IQ Monitor learns which stations are most often

d to by a listener, which reduces inject -and -detect
ning time to a few of seconds.The tone injected is
..rconds in duration and virtually undetectable by

ener. By developing an unobtrusive localized
'Wring schema, Navigauge has avoided the need to

1ast signature tones over the air.
fining radio listener data with the physical loca-

,:d the panelist is accomplished with an integrated
'at Positioning System (GPS) receiver within the IQ

or.The real-time physical location of a panelist as it
radio listening habits to outdoor

using, retail locations and shopping
P
P'ns provides a new level of media and
lilintelligence.
,n' IQ Monitor sends the collected data to

wigauge Network Operations Center
i'.1 via any number of wide -area wire-
`-;ta networks. Depending on the net-
Architecture used, the data transmis-
r can occur at set trigger points or
(:uously. If the IQ Monitor is out of
trk coverage it will buffer the data until
.es back into coverage.This process is
.rtomatic and internally governed by

Monitor. The networks of choice
e data -specific narrow -band and dig-

ilular providers, as well as low Earth-
rtellites (LEOS) in rural areas that do
'e terrestrial network coverage. Like

rS receiver, the network -specific wire-
Ata transceiver is embedded in the IQ
ii and operates as a fully integrated
'tom of the monitor. The transceiver
lovides new opportunities for send-

' 4sages, data or new software down-
s tri, the panelist vehicle if desired.
'.'mnbining an equal -probability -based.
?oily generated sample representative
`,population being measured with con-
s, automated data collection, Nevi -
provides itsclients real, notanecdotal.
As noted previously, the IQ Monitor

sends its data to the Navigauge NOC
where it is securely stored. On a contin-
ual basis, terabytes of data feed the calcu-
lations that drive the statistical models
behind the reports that the company's
Automated Audience Reporting Manage-
ment System (AARMS) produces. AARMS
is a Dot -net -based application that al-
lows the configuration of any number of
reports that a broadcaster, retailer or
media buyer might wish to define. The
end result is highly available, up-to-the-
minute reporting that provides the basis
for informed programming, media spend-
ing and placement decisions.

As with all companies in today's highly
competitive service -oriented business cli-
mate, delivering products and services
that improve the customer experience,
capture market -share and significantly
reduce churn will prove invaluable. This
is no less true in the advertising and media
markets of today.

Varga is the chief technology officer of
Navigauge.
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Acoustics First
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

- 'tt V '%
Vio

The 1014 AcoustiKit is the small control
room package with real studio Art Diffusors'.

Acoustics First combines these in one box with Cutting Wedge' foam,
Bermuda Triangle Traps- and specific instructions for installation.

The 1014 AcoustiKit is everything you need for a 10' X 14' control room,
without buying more than you need.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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'hotc tv Burt Hill, co irtesy of Kosar Rine!mann Associates.

www.beradic.com

By Allem 1. S nger

Iis a fami iar story. The sttd.os. were too small. The
eqiipmen: was 20 years cut cl date. The staff was
forced tc share their desks and small offices, and

schedule stud') time to avoic collict. The confined
emp oyees had begun snapping a: each other in their
enclosed, windowless environment All this was going on
41 the City of Brotherly Love at treclassical/jazz station
Wan This Eagship station c I the Temple University
Fu 3lic Radio Network in Philadelphin desperately needed
to move out oft le building it had xcupied for more than
t -tree de -2ades.

Philadelphia shome to TernpleUn versity, founded in1884
and Oa -tered as Temple Collegt-: n 1888. Temple has
teccme- he 36 ti argest universit.eintheUnitedStates;rnore
tnan. 34, )00 students attend this 2.7.mprehensive public
rasearci- univaisity. And like ncst universities, Temple
rouses apubic radio station, WRIT which features National
Funric Radio and classical and jam programs.

WF:TI was formed during the Gokien Age of Radio in 1948
as a campus-ady carrier current station on 640 AM. The
Ph'Icdelphia Ir cpirerand local FM rad ostationWFIL donat-
ed $25,000 to build and outfit .,Ar-=_TI with "ultra -modern
sttdios-in the basement of ThonnHall, one of the okiest
building$ on campus. Its cal letters stood for Radio
Teaching Instate, and was to Bused as a professional
trairing ground for students a -spiting to become radio
broadcasters_ Along with the latest popular records, the
Lniversity planned to broadcast fatlulty information and
educational p-ograms to the stuck -us over the airwaves.

It quickly became popularwitk students and faculty, and
in 1953 L became a licensed FIV station operating at 10W
on90.1. The naw transmitter was situated on the 12"' floor
of Conwell Hal and the tower was ir stalled on the rcof at
a height of In feet. Among Ls 3nograms, the playlist
included dramas, book reviews written by instructors
from the English Department, and live performances by
schoiststrom -he Music School. By this time, 200 students
studied radiothroadcasting °OVATE which was used as

laboratory for those taking communications courses.
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WRTI of Philadelphia
Also that year, WRTI started carrying Owl football
games, beginning with the Owls -Scranton Royal
game on Oct. 24. Five years later the station in-
creased its power to 790W, making it the most
powerful university station in the area.

Thn main air ctiirlin is built arniinri Whratctnna cc/7n control
surfaces. Photo by Tom Crane Photography, courtesy of Burt Hill
Kosar Rittelmann Associates.

In 1968,WRTI was moved from the basement of Thomas Hall to the
new Annenberg Hall, in what was supposed to be the beginning of
a new era for the station. This new space for WRTI included four
studios equipped with RCA equipment: a BC -7A stereo audio con-
sole, two tape recorders, five cart machines ar d two tumtables.The
production studio used a BC -19 stereo audio console; two tape
recorders, two cart machines and two turntables. One studio con-
tained an Allan electric organ, and the other lad a Steinway baby
grand piano. There were four offices for ti affic, continuity and
personnel; and a separate newsroom with al_ P1 teletype machine.
The new station was to be run by a professional paid staff and student
volunteers, and operate 365 days a year. It w )uld serve the entire
Philadelphia community,and no longer operate solely as a training
lab for future broadcasters. It also introduced an all -jazz format.

By 1970,WRTI was the number -one jazz sta:ion in Philadelphia.
That year an anonymous donor bought the station a new 5kW
transmitter and antenna, and the antenna war. relocated to a tower
site in Roxborough in 1972. During the 198 )s Temple University
Public Radio added five repeater stations and six translators,
extending its coverage into central and northeastern Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Delaware. In 1989 the statior increased its power
to 50,000W, a class B station.

Natural growth
During the Reagan years,WRTI outgrew its 4,000 square feet of

space in Annenberg Hall.This area included an airstudio, two small
production rooms, a news booth and a tiny Miring closet stuffed
with equipment. Size wasn't the only issue; high ambient noise

ONE product, TWO solutions!
It's AUTOS WITCH, an

automatic audio switcher!

AutoSwitch eliminates that
annoying "digital echo" in DJ
headphones by switching the
headphones from Air to Local
audio when the mic is on.

It's also an automatic silence
sensor, and can switch your
audio to a backup source
if the main source fails.

HENRY

ENGINEERING

 ON
*WM mmryeng coin

AUTOSWITCH
AUDIO SWITCHER + SILENCE SENSOR

ASIL SENNLARM-1

OFF ON 
LEV XI LEV DEL

YEL = THRESHOLD

Now in stock at all Henry dealers.

We Build Solutions...(two in one box!)
www.henryeng.corn 626.355.3656

SLENCE SENSORS -L
LEFT RIGHT A INPUT

L R
GRN = IN

TRIM-
S INPUT

L R
T ACTIVE

_J
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On the road or in the tudio, deliver perfect stereo via IP or I SON

Both Road.St 3r anc NetStar come complete with IP and ISDN connections, PAC, AAC Low Delay,
MPEG 2, MPEG 3, G.712 and G.711 encoding, and can even send anc re:eive linear

uncompressed auc io. Eoth are effortless to operate, with automatic iecogn tion of the callir g
codec and E built it Wet) Server for remote control frorr anywhere. Both give you 8 cor tact
closures and ancillary data. Both can autcmatically sw tch from IP to ISDN, or vice -versa, I le.
primary link becomes unreliable.

NetStar is rack or table:op mount. RoadStar is
portable, w.th a built-in 4 -channel mixer, 48 VDC
phan:om power, analog and AES/EBU inputs and
outputs and a dual headphone monitoring system.
Now, you cer take !.,our stereo show on the road and
deliver spectacular audio your way.

MUSKAM USA

1 I

--
00;74.

RoadStar rear par &

670 North Beers St-eet, B cg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
sales@musicamusa.com
www.musicamusa.co -n

MUS CAM USA I; the d b a of Corporate Computer Systems Inc.



WRTI of Philadelphia
plagued the studios, and old underground cabling
introduced noise and intermittent hum to the sig-
nals passing through them. The HVAC was poorly
regulated, static electricity caused erratic operation
in the studio equipment, and there was no backup
power source.

These problems went on for years, and as early as
1990, management began making plans to move

Underwriting sales manager Rick Torpey and undergrad student
assistant Jillian Kepton review copy in a production studio. Photo
by Joseph V. Labolito.

out. Over the course of the decade, station personnel explored
potential locations around campus. They p. esented several pro-
posals to the university administration, but n )thing could ever be
decided. Finally, after the turn of the century, definite plans were
made. Construction of a new building would t egin in 2002 in which
WRTI would occupy the entire third floor This was the new
Entertainment and Community Education Cmter,the ECEC.

The architecture firm of Timothy Haas and associates was select-
ed by the University to design the ECEC bu Iding shell. Burt Hill
Kosar Rittelmann Associates was chosen by WRTI for the interior
design due to its prior experience with Na ional Public Radio's
facility. Construction of the ECEC began November2002,and by the
following November,wiring and equipment i lstallation was under
way. Chief Engineer Jeff DeFblo installed the' equipment with the
help of Mike DePolo,WRT1's Operating Manager Tobias Poole and
electricians from M. Gitlin Company. The fur: liture was created by
Studio Technology and installed by Vince Fi pla and his team.

The studio walls are built of multiple -layer fheetrock and sound-
proofing to try to achieve the best acoustical isolation.The windows
are Ye sound -rated laminate glass, and acous ical tiles are installed
on the walls. There are no wall penetrations )etween studios, and
ceiling tiles are heavily insulated. The HVAC system puts out low
airflow noise, sound locks are installed on the nain studios and low -
noise PCs are used throughout.

The third floor of the ECEC building has give n WRTI the breathing
room it sosorely needed with 13,200 square feet of available space.
The 50+ year -old station now consists of a TOC, 10 studios and
control rooms, 19 offices, a conference room and a 400 square -foot

Now You Can Have Higher Accuracy Plus Value

GPS MASTER CLOCK
& TIME CODE GENERATOR

111

185 12 59 59 Es In. GM INUTIII CU.

QUALITY STANDARD FEATURES:
 SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII Time Code Outputs  1PPS Output

 8 Satellite Tracking  Battery Back-up  GPS "Lock" Indicator
 Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction  Time Zone Offset  Antenna

 45 nanosecond accuracy  3 Year Warranty  Plus More, for just $2495

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
 Parallel BCD Output  1 KPPS  10MHz Output  220 VAC  12-35 VDC

 Video Inserter  Video Sync -Generator  Hourly contact closures

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

r
Brand New!

DT -90
Telephone Controlled

I Audio Switcher
I 4 x 1 Mono AJclio Switcher

Also ....

I.
I

Listen to select3d audio on phone
Control four inc ependent
momentary/latching relays
Built-in mic listen to
remote locatior
Access code
Set number of ings
Convenient plug-in terminal strips

LED status ind cators
Conex reliable .. 1 year warranty

www.c )nex-electro.com

CONEXE-ECTROS 'STEMS
1602 Carolina St. P.O. Box 6- Bellingham. WA

I 360-734-4323 FAX 360-676 4822
EMAIL conex gconex-electro.c)rn 800-645-1061
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With enough space and hardware for a host and six guests, the interview
studio is used daily in the new facility. Photo by Joseph V. Labolito.

music library with a capacity of 70,000 CDs and 9,000 albums.

A modern facility
A key feature in the new facility is the live -performance studio and

adfoining high -end multi -track control room. The studio is de-
signed for live classical and jazz performances and contains an 800
square -foot hardwood floor. In the studio, live -to -air mixes and
multi -track recording is done on an Automated Processes (API)
Legacy series console, which includes 960 patch points for total
flexibility in interconnecting the console, auxiliary equipment and
160 audio tie -lines. Multitrack recordings can be made to both
Protools on a Power Mac G5 and Tascam DA-78HRs independent
of,or in conjunction with,the API console.This arrangement allows

r21000 series
BEI

operators to run digital multi -track record-
ingsessions while creating live -to -air mixes
on the API.

Instead of going with typical consoles
for the other studios, the engineering team
chose the Wheatstone Bridge router sys-
tem with G5 control surfaces. A stand-
alone Wheatstone D5000 digital console
was brought over from the old facility to
serve as the console in the backup air
studio in case of router failure. Wheat-
stone Bridge router cages were installed
in the primary airstudio and the interview
control room, and two in the TOC. The
remaining studios were slaved off these

cages, helping reduce the amount of cable runs.
All inputs and outputs between the Wheatstone
components were done with four -pair CAT -6 Eth-
ernet cabling.

liventy-five-pair CAT -5 cables carry AES3 digital
audio separate of the Wheatstone Bridge network.
The audio plant uses AES3 digital interconnects,
except for the analog console, cassette decks and
mic processors. Analog audio carried on snake
AES3 digital cable will be replaced with digital as the
old analog equipment is eventually phased out.
Telephone,ISDN,control circuits and other miscel-
laneous circuits are carried on 25 -pair CAT -5e.

available in 8, 18, & 28 channel mainframes
modular, high performance analog design
DC controlled, no audio on faders
socketed ICs for ease of repair
mix minus bus for telephone
Penny & Giles slide fadersPP

The 12000 series
of modular analog
consoles for on air & pruauutiun Radio appli-
cations are feature laden and reliable. DC
control of audio means there is no audio on
faders or on/off switches for maximum life &
reduced RF interference. Use of P&G slide
faders, 10 million operation on/off switches,
and only the best components makes the
console durable and reliable. Features such
as dual mix minus buses for interface with
telephone hybrids makes the 12000 ideal for
professional studio applications.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com

price reduced, sys
shown above...

Mal
...radio consoles

\\*%\'

\ \Nt

tern 12
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WRTI of Philadelphia
Finally, a 12 -strand multimode fiber line from the
TOC runs to each studio. Wires are laid out on
cable trays run down all corridors at the same
height as the drop ceiling, providing easy access
and a visually appealing layout.

No major problems were experienced during
the build -out, and by February 2004 the adminis-
trative staff moved in. By late February the project
was finished under budget, and on March 1,WRTI
went live. Board operators quickly adapted to the

Executive Director Dave Conant broadcasts a Classical morning
air shift in WRTI's main studio. Photo by Joseph V. Labolito.

new Wheatstone control surfaces, which have performed well
since installation. The staff's energy has isen to new levels,
contributing to the much -improved sound quality of the station.

A new equipment room and antenna tow( r for microwave STL
has been located on the roof of Wachman II, the tallest building
on campus. Fiber optic lines take the signal f om the station to this
hub using SAS Riolinks units, which profide 32 channels of
bidirectional audio. Equipment is remotely monitored by a Burk
GSC3000, and it all operates with its own 10K /A Powerware UPS. A
network of Moseley Starlinks and DSP6000 ST Ls distribute program
audio to the six transmitter sites, along with redundant Starlinks,
ISDN and analog RF STL backups. Burk GSC3000,VRC2000 dial -up
remote controls and a Burk ARC -16 with RF lit are used to control
the stations in the network.

The new WRTI facility is part of an expansicn program that began
when Temple University Public Radio Netwcrk added the repeater
stations in the 1980s. Just recently, Temple received construction
permits for eight additional translator statons in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Delaware, and an additional 13 translators and
another class A facility are still pending with the Commission. The
installation of new IBOC transmitters has begun, and within the next
two years, all six stations in the network will b ?. broadcasting digital.
The few remaining analog STL feeds are being replaced with
Starlinks, with five additional STL/ICR relays )eing added next year
to complete the distribution network.

With its new facility WRTI looks forward to reaching out to the
Philadelphia communitybringing live and recorded performances
to the network listeners. And not only can tie production depart-
ment efficiently serve the station, it can new offer its services to
organizations outside station walls. And the new studios enable

SYSTEMA ina
The Beet ;n Bound Furruture

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring.
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form w th cutting edge
techniques. and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to yoJr budget.

Dian
Wirt ROOM

*

ma

WBAA

Purdue University

WWW.M
our we

TEL: 623.780-0045

X: 623.780-9860

g 3rsystems.com
stems.com

ore information

IMSI

reduces
our new

ard winning

furniture bo
u*surpassed quality
or the economical

budget with a 10 -year
limited warranty.

See details on
our website.

Tcuch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards
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Equipment list
AdobeAudition
Aphex 320ACompellor
AKG C414B-XLS
ATI DDA206
Belar Wizard
BroadcastTools 16x1
Burk ARC -16
Birk GSC3000
Clark Wire panels and plates
C -own D-45
Dialet Plus Radio Suite
Denon DN-780R cassette
Denon DN-C680
Digidesign Protools
Dprrough 1200
Dorrough RW-100 and 280-D
Efectro-Voice RE -20, RE -50
ESE master clock
Genelec 2029A
Hafler power amps
Henry Engineering Superelay
IBI. 4412, Control 5
LEA surge arrestors

Moseley PCL 6030
Moseley SL9003Q
Neumann TLM 103
Neutrik connectors
O.C. White mic booms
OmniaToolvox
Orban 8200
Orban 8400
Shure SM7B mics
Sony MDS-E12 Minidisc
Sony PCM-R500 DAT
Symetrix 528E
Tannoy Reveal
Telos 2101
Telos Zephy Xstream
Ward Beck ABB-1
Wheatstone Bridge router

and controllers
Wheatstone Bridge
Wheatstone G5/20 consoles
Wheatstone G5/8 consoles
Z -systems Z8.8
Primary dealer: SCMS

the station to train students for the real world of radio, allowing
them to operate the latest state-of-the-art equipment, which
is exactly why WRTI was created in the first place. Although
the station now uses modern digital equipment and computer

Jill Pasternak on the air at WRTI, the flagship station of
Temple University Public Radio's network. Photo by Joseph
V. Labolito.

networks instead of tube -powered consoles and
ancient turntables, its basic mission is the same as
it was so long ago in 1948: to train future broad-
casters and serve Temple University and the com-
munity of Philadelphia.
Singer is a freelance writer and former radio engineer
in Cincinnati.

Thanks to Jeff DePolo, broadcast and communications
consultant, for technicals details in this article.

Facility Focus
the technology behind WRTI

AKG C 414B-XLS
The new AKG C 414B-XLS has the sonic

character of its legendary predecessors
with 15 new features and performance
enhancements. Among its most notable
new features are a transformerless output
circuit and an elasticallysuspended, edge -
terminated capsule. The mic has elec-
tronic switches with LED indicators for
selection of 5 polar patterns, three pre -
attenuation settings and three bass roll -off
filters with two different filter slopes.The
new XLS has vastly improved electrical
performance with self -noise of only 6dB,
134dB of dynamic range and is usable in

sound fields as high as 158dB.The C414B-XLS
comes complete with shock mount, wind-
screen, gooseneck -mounted pop filter, dust
cover,individual response measurements and

all -metal road case. Built in Vienna, Austria, the XLS comes
with a three-year warranty.

www.akgusa.com
615-620-3800

www.beradio.co

Moseley Starlink SL90030

Star ink SL9003Q system was chosen to provide 16 -bit
44.1kHz AES audio feeds to the multiple transmitter sites
that compose the WRTI network. With digital audio the
signature air sound created at the WRTI studios is delivered
to the nroadcast transmission point with no added noise or
distor.on after passing through multiple 950MHz RF links.
RS -232 data for RBDS is conveyed along with the audio
signal The STL will allow the addition of a LAN module for
secon iary NPR Tomorrow Radio programming when it
becomes available.

z
www.moseleysb.com

805-968-9621
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2004 Salary Su

By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Besides the de Olt czrd, the :.redit card
and the video rent3 card, s there any
actual money in 'our wallet? Eit-ier

way, the results from _his y-iar's Radio
magazine salary st_rvey wil provide a
Doter understanding.of the zverage sal-
ary ranges for .arm :ob flies in di:fer-
ent market size;. Ate-studyig the stilts,
not only will you 'law a bemer sense of
how much money El- ould oe in your
wallet, but also what is in tt- a wallet of
those around :Jou.

44 November 20(4
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Beyond your wallet
With all the discussion the past couple of years,
we included some IBOC-specific questions in
out survey to find out what the radio industry
really thinks.

Pt-rcent intending to commence IBOC operations

Top 50
Yes

Not sore an".
29%

No
19%

Mready have
11%

Below Top 50yes

Total

Crunching the numbers
WE n: to know where these numbers came from? Each year
a Radio magazine -exclusive survey is conducted. For one
month. beginning in June, e -mailed invitation letters
containing a link to a survey were sent to more than 3,000
subscribers selected on an nth name basis.

The results of the study a -e presented by job title group aid
ma-ket rank (Top 50 and Below Top 50). Where appropri-
ate nedians have been presented for numeric responses.
The nedian represents tFe middle value.

The i 'formation gathered in the survey is intended to
illist-ate the broad trends in the industry. Treat the data as a
startilg point for salary ranges. Factors such as cost of living
one the demand for a particular job are also important it
deurn-ining a salary range.

What is the anticipated start date of
commencing IBOC operations?

Why won't yo:Jr station commence
IBOC operations?

No arswer

Other
13.6%

Don't know/
not applicable 1000/

4.9%
Nol ready/

not needed
2.9% Waiting Um

inpf oveonnt,
slandarr s

13.6'-.

osVnot cosI-effeciive/
km ROI 3;.9^.

Maricet k aCCePlaille
too small 1.7%

4.r.

Save Time!
Save Money!

:L
"Plug And Play"

Complete Broadcast Studio
Atomplete Production Studio

Efron Computerized 5-udoos, LLC offers you a complete
prefabricated, radio studio customized to your needs.

NO ENGINEERING COSTS

NO CONSULTING FEES
The furniture arrives r sections & bolts together. The
hardware is preinstallel The wiring harnesses are in place.

FULL BROADCAST

AM or FM
TALK SHOWS

MUSIC, SPORTS

LOW POWER

RELIGIOUS

COMMUNITY
INTERNET RADIO

Plug rogether and PLAY!

CONTACT: I

GEORGE SULIVAN

1-203-4387213

cpullivzn@rachdacility :an www.radiofacility.com
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Field Report

Broadcast Electronics FMI-703
By John D. Kennedy

F141 703

-

n early 2003, we had the opportunity to
upgrade WQSX-FM in Boston to IBOC.
Because this was in the early days of the
IBOC rollout, our choices for transmitter
components were limited, but the choices
were between reputable companies. We
knew that whichever company we chose
would stand behind its product.

We calculated that the TPO of the IBOC
transmitter would be 2,950W. So, with the

need for that power
level, not only would
we need an IBOC sig-
nal generator and an
IBOC exciter, but we
would also need a
transmitter capable of
that power level.

Our decision was to
purchase the Broad -

I

cast Electronics FMI-
703 IBOC transmitter.

The product consists
of three components:
the FSI-10 signal gener-

ator, which provides
baseband IBOC direct-
ly to the IBOC exciter,
the FXI-60 IBOC exciter
and the FMI-703 trans -

Performance at a 'lance
Suitable for analog, digital or hybrid operation

Hot-pluggable, solid-state RF modules

Redundant power supplies

Direct -to -channel digital frequency synthesis

Frequency agile

1.25kW to 2.8kW digital

3 kW to 7kW hybrid IBOC

Making connections
Installation was quite easy and can be completed in less

than a day's time; the remote control nterface was simple,
using the optional positive or negativ e control logic. There
are many choices of metering including forward and
reverse power, inlet and exhaust tem perature, PA voltages
and currents along with many status ndications available
if you choose to use them.

The FSI-10 provides a low voltage data stream (LVDS)
into the exciter where it combines w th the analog signal.
The FSI-10 features a touch -screen monitor for all of the
system controls. I found that if you don't like working with
touch screens, it's convenient to hz ve a stylus that you
would use on a PDA. It is imperati' e that you have this
component, if no other, on a UPS for two reasons: first, if
you don't follow the sequence of p mering down prop-
erly,you may corrupt the unit's softw ire. Second,the time
to boot the FSI-10 is a few minutes, which will all be off -
air time. A UPS will get you through hose power glitches
without any trouble at all. The FSI-IC also has an optional
GPS antenna input.

The last feature that I want to menti m on the FSI-10 is the
modem and network connections on the unit. These
connections made it possible for th e BE service depart-
ment to dial in and upgrade softwi.re on one occasion
saving the time to send it on CD-RO v1.

The FXI-60 combines the LVDS with the AES audio
coming in from our STL. It has a 640::480 GUI display that
is easy to read and provides all the da :a you could possibly
want for troubleshooting.

The FMI-703 transmitter is used to provide our

mitter The FMI-703 is basically the BE FM -10S

solid-state transmitter but has been adapted
to operate up to 3kW in the digital mode.The
FSI-10 and the FXI-60 are rack -mountable
components and mount nicely in the FMI-
703, although the option exists to mount
them in an external rack.

2,950W of TPO needed for our IBOC operation. The
transmitter is a well -designed ui lit that can be broken
down into three parts: the PA module section, the
power supply section and the controller. The PA is a
hybrid of 16 PA modules, all of whose status can be
monitored on the front -panel LCD multimeter. A loss
of a PA module simply reduces the TPO of the
transmitter without shutting the transmitter down
completely. It does this by recorifiguring the combin-
er internally. The same theory i ; in the power supply
section of the transmitter: four p )wersupply modules
provide more than enough power for this system. In

fact, we lost one powersupply module and still maintained
full power operation with the three remaining modules.
The controller is well designed and provides many read-
ings on the LCD multimeter and enotgh status lights on the
front panel of the transmitter to make troubleshooting easy.

On initial turn -on, we found it came up to our power level
just fine. The first glitch we noticed, towever, was that the
power controller was a little unstable and that the power
level would drift unreliably. As ment oned before,though,
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to new heights

EXPAND COVERAGE, IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND REACH NEW AUDIENCES WITH SATELLITE.
Increasingly, broadcasters and program producers are looking UP to discover the benefits of satellite for
delivering audio, video and data content to owned -and -operated stations, affiliates and cable headends-
across the street or across the country. At NPR Satellite Services', our comprehensive satellite solutions
provide affordable and reliable coverage of all 50 U.S. states, Mexico and the Caribbean. From space
segment and equipment to engineering design and ongoing support, we provide everything ne2cled to get
your content UP there, to help you spread the word down here. To find our more, call NPR Satellite Services

at 202.513.2626-and discover some very down-to-earth value.

npr
satellite

services

WWW.NPRSS.ORG/BE ALWAYS ON.



Field Report

this was an early transmitter and BE was
quick to find that we needed to upgrade the
firmware in the controller board and that
repair was completed quickly. As the fac-
tory has made improvements to the trans-
mitter, we have implemented those im-
provements and the overall reliability and

Broadcast Electronics

P

F

217-224-9600

217-224-9607

www.bdcast.com

Ebdcast@bdcast.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff
at a radio station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered
an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Detail of the transmitter's control paiel.

stability of the transmitter has been great.
This system has been operating for about a year and a half

now. We were pleased to not only b ?. the first IBOC on -air
in the Boston market, but we were also happy to be able
to work with Broadcast Electronics, using an ISDN link from
our transmitter site, to provide analc g and digital audio to
its booth at NAB2003 for the IBOC c emonstration.

Kennedy is director of engineering, E ltercom Boston.

Just because its compact doesn't mean it has less impact. You're reading this wen't you!?

DSPX,the 1 RU sized F M -I BOC-HD-NET processor from BW. Small box, small price, BIG sound.

Now available from broadcasters general store.

For more mnfo or to arrange a demo contact 505 on 352422.7700

DSPX DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCAST PROCESSOR
4 band rrns agc - 4 band dynamic limiters - dual use outputs - Icp ontrolled clipping - composite processing - bass enhancement - rs232

real time clock for scheduling remote trigger port - taco y r i -n, n, screens digital and analog 10 flash upgradable much much much in ,.

WWW.CISP-LCOM
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Announcing the 3rd Annual
Radio Magazine Buyers Guide:

The Radio Industry Sourcebook of Equipment, Services & Technology.

nlertaces and adadlers

;lean and accurate
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A PRIMEDIA Publicabon

Easy, effective and thorough, that is how searching for your
product needs should be. With Radio magazine's 2005 Buyers
Guide, it can be just that, every time. Use this reference guide
throughout the year for all your radio industry product and
service information needs.

The 2005 Buyers Guide is your most comprehensive resource
tool for whatever you're looking for, including:

 Company contact information
 Featured suppliers
 Product listings
 Company listings
 Company Profiles/Field Reports
 And more...

Don't miss out on this special issue. We're certain you'll be
referring to it throughout the coming year. To subscribe to
Radio magazine, visit www.beradio.com and click on
Manage My Subscription.



Field Report

Telos Systems Zephyr Xport
By Kirk Chestnut, CSRE

oinNuoreilitirith less; that's the name of the
game in broadcasting today. As revenue
dollars shrink, I don't have to tell you how

siaffects the size and expertise of your
ec h nical staff. Running an efficient remote

engineering department is becoming more
of a challenge. Equipment needs to be
flexible, yet easy enough for employees
with entry-level skills to operate.

I had the opportunity to examine the
features and functions of the Zephyr

Xport from Telos. In short,
the Xport is a full -du-

plex mono audio
codec to

Performance at a glance

20Hz to 15kHz audio over ISDN and POTS

Automatic phone coupler backup

Full -duplex operation

AAC Plus encoding

Integrated mixer and multi -band AGC/limiter

Remote control via Ethernet

Computer audio streaming via Ethernet

ISDN line sharing

Ancillary dry contact closures

send audio via POTS or ISDN. The unit is
designed to communicate with its com-
panion, the Telos Xstream ISDN studio
unit. The Xport can use the new MPEG
AAC-LD coding at a 64kb/s rate.

The )(stream ISDN studio unit automat-
ically detects when the in -coming call
is POTS or ISDN and configures itself

accordingly. To communicate with other ISDN units the
Xport can be configured to transmit with G.722 encoding.
I found that the MPEG AAC Plus 1 wy bit -rate encoding
delivers superior quality down to 6kb/s using spectral
band replication techniques.

Think of this box as the Swiss Army knife of remote
equipment. It includes a mixer with one microphone and
one line -level input, as well as a hea iphone local/remote
mix and volume control. Telos has in :orporated an Omnia
multi -band digital AGC/limiter on board. You can tell that
the designers at Telos are thinking of us in the field with
stowable control knobs that tuck nea ly into the front panel.
Set the level, press the knob in and you're ready to go. No
more accidental bumps to knock you off the air.
Configuration, dialing and signa monitoring can be

observed on the front -panel LCD display. Instead of show-
ing you a static data rate screer , the Xport displays a

line quality bar graph for incoming and outgoing
data streams. Status prompts inform the user of

modem activity such as Dff-hook, connecting
and renegotiation reque a. The design is clean
and simple with just a few navigation buttons.

Of course, there are manu al -dial and speed -dial
buttons as well as 100 memory dial locations.The

Xport's built-in power supply will accept voltages
from 100Vac to 240Vac.

The Xport uses a custom-designec modem as opposed
to a standard off -the -shelf variety rtodem to achieve a
robust data stream. The Xport will -work under the most
difficult of line conditions. In the ever t that line quality goes
to pot (no pun intended) the Xport will revert to a phone -
line quality mode so the show can ;o on.

Connection U
Throughout North America, two -wire U ISDN service

is used. Four -wire S ISDN service is used elsewhere
around the world and in parts of U e United States and
Canada. The Xport is equipped with RJ-style jacks to
accommodate both formats. Thirty location setups
are provided to store SPID or MSN numbers. I like the
fact that two Xports can share a sir gle ISDN to achieve
two -channel audio when neede J. When landlines
are unavailable or impractical, z cell phone jack is
provided on the back for phone quality audio over
wireless telephone networks.

An Ethernet port on the rear panel allows connection
between the Xport and a PC. If theTelct.Soundcarcl Emulator
driver is loaded on the PC, it can st -earn audio from the
computer back to the studio. Remote control is accessed
through the Ethernet port using a stan. lard Internet browser.
Other features include dry contact closures for remote
starts/stops and auxiliary audio outputs for recording.
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Down on the farm
When the field test Xport arrived, I was impressed with the

sleek stainless -steel look, but I wondered if the audio
quality would match this look. On the bench, the Xport
performed with jaw -dropping clarity in the POTS AAC Plus
mode. This was fine in the studio test,but
I needed to see it in action in the field.

My opportunity to field test the Xport
came when one of our morning -show
announcers took maternity leave. Being
the trooper that she is, she was prepared
to work the show from her home studio
right up to the last minute. This was my
chance to test the Xport under real -world
conditions. We had no idea how hard
this task was going to be.

Not only does this announcer love
country music, she also loves the coun-
try. Her home and studio are in rural
Missouri nearly 60 miles from our stu-
dios. An RPU shot was out of the ques-
tion because of the terrain. I turned to
ISDN, but the telephone company that promised the ISDN
service backed out within a week of our first remote
broadcast. Our only remaining option was POTS.

We successfully connected the first time with amazing
results (considering the age and distance of the copper
through which this signal traveled). The Xport had to
negotiate to a low rate to work over the poor lines. We had
a little delay because of the low data rate, but the host was
able to keep up with callers and hersidekick on -air. It wasn't
an ideal solution considering the circumstances, but we
were able to pull it off thanks to the Xport.

The Xport lacks a direct way to read connection speed.
Personally,1 like to know in discrete terms what my line
quality is. Another negative for me is its lack of operator
control over rate renegotiations, but I can understand the
need to automate or mask such operations so as not to
confuse operators.

If you're considering the purchase of an Xport, keep
these things in mind. You must own a Telos Zephyr
)(stream ISDN studio unit. It must have software version
2.5 or greater. Software upgrades for the )(stream are free.

The author of the operator's manual alludes to the fact

Telos Systems

P 216-241-7225

F 216-241-4103

Wr www.telos-systems.com

Etelos-infoatelos-systems.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well-
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

that the AAC Plus algorithm is open to
everyone to license and use. His hope is
to encourage standardization and i nterop-
erability among vendors for the sake of
the customer. History has proven that

Detail of the screen showing audio metering and connection Duality.

companies who share knowledge tend to
be survivors unlike past blunders like
Betamax and Mac computers.

Chestnut is assistant chief engineer at Entercom
Kansas City.

MONITORING TO THE POWER OF 8.

The ultimate audio monitoring card. Times eight. AudioScience makes broadcast
mon Loring easier than ever with tlie amazing ASI8702/8703 8-cnanre, tuner adapter

boards. Monitor, log, ve.ify ads aid identify content on 8 audio chav els simultane-
ous!' from just about any source AM, FM, even TV (AS18703). An outboard 225Mhz
DSP processes the audi ) and roues it out thru DB-9 and 50 -pin connectors. Drivers
for Windows 2000, XP a rd Linux are available. Custom configurations available. Call

us a' +1-302-324-5333 ar go to uiww.audioscience.com.

www.beradio.com
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The world's best* IP-Audio
*Okay, you caught us. It's also the world's only IP-AL

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just a few signals - sometimes a few hundred.
Across the hall, between floors, now and then across campus. Routing switchers are a convenient
way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy a router that costs more
than his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need a routing switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet -based audio
network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is a true networv. -lace our audio adapter nodes next to your sources
and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat -6. Imagine the simplicity
and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any build-
ing to any other... you get the idea.

Axia SmartS rface provides the perfect blend of flexible feat res and int itive control.
Easy to learn and easy to se, it's tailor-made for talent -intensive formats.

Programmable soft Ergonomically
keys and recording designed channel
device transport start and stop b t -

control b ttons give tons, with g ards
instant control of all that prevent acci-

a dio f nctions. dental activation.

COQ

!a 9--".
Each channel's main.

special -p rpose,
phone and preview

assignments are
q ickly accessible.

A tomatic mix -min s
for each fader'

Available Telos Con-
sole Director pane!

with Stat s Symbols'
provides eas-y, int i-

tive control of phone -
based segments.

This sounds expensive:' Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating
distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards, patch bays, multi -pair cables, and tons

q of discrete wiring 0 not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll
recover. And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those

big mainframe routers. That's right... half.. Once you experience the benefits of networked audio,
you will never want to go back.

Routers are OK...
but a network is so
much more modern.
With Aria, your ins
and outs are next

to the audio, where
they belong. No
frame, no cards,

no sweat.

AxiaAudio.com

P t an Aria
Microphone Node
next to yo r mics

and send preampli-
fied a dio anywhere

yo need it, over
Ethernet - with no
line loss or signal

degradation.

41ENCO

We're already wink-
ing with some gre tt
companies. Chec:
AxiaA dio.com to

find o t who's net.



broadcast studio system.
idio broadcast studio system. Damned marketers.

Scalable, flexible, reliable... pick any three.
An expensive proprietary router isn't practical
for smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale
all that well for larger ones. Here's where
an expandable network really
shines. Connect eight Axia
8x8 Audio Nodes using Cat -6
cable and an Ethernet switch,
and you've got a 64x64 routing switcher.
And you can easily add more I/O whenever
and wherever you need it. Build a 128x128
system... or 1024x1024... use a Gigabit fiber
backbone and the sky's the limit.

Put your preamps
where your mics are.
Most mainframe routers
have no mic inputs, so you
need to buy preamps. With Axia you get
ultra -low -noise preamps with Phantom power.
Put a node in each studio, right next to the
mics, to keep mic cables nice and tight, then
send multiple mic channels to the network
on a single Cat -6 cable. And did we men-
tion that each Mic Node has
eight stereo line outputs for
headphones? Nice bonus.

Are you still using PC sound cards?
Even the best sound cards are compromised
by PC noise, inconvenient cutput connectors,
poor headroom, and other gremlins. Instead,

load the Axia P -Audio Driver for
Windows' on your worksta-

tions and connect directly

With a little help from our friends.
A networked audio system doesn't just
replace a traditional router E it improves
upon it. Already, companies in our industry
are realizing the advantages of tightly inte-
grated systems, and are making new products
that reap those benefits.
Working with our partners,
Axia Audio is bringing new
thinking and ideas to audio distribution,
machine control, Program Associated Data
(PAD), and even wiring convenience.

Livewire

There's a better way
to get audio out of
your PC. No more

IA" connectors - with
Aria your digital
audio stays clean

and pristine.

to the Axia audio network
using their Ethernet ports. Not only will your
PC productions sound fantastic, you'll elimi-

nate sound cards and the hardware they usu-
ally feed (like router or console input

modules). Just think of all the cash you'll save.

Put your snake on a diet.
Nobody loves cable snakes.

Besides soldering a jillion
connectors, just try finding the

pair you want when there's a change to
make. Axia Audic Nodes come in AES/EBU

and balanced stereo analog flavors. Put
a batch of Nodes on each end of a Cat -6

run, and BAM! a bi-directional multi-
channel snake. Use mecia converters and

a fiber link for extra -long runs
between studios 21

or between buildings.

Would you like some control with that?
There are plenty of ways to control your Axia

network. For instance, you'll find built-in
webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC
software for Windows gives you central

control of every audio path in

7 : - your plant. Router Selector
nodes allow quick local source

selection, and intelligent studio control
surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

source in your networked facility.

' 11,11.0811.C(/141,A1av

An Aria digital a dio
snake can carry h n- Control freaks,
dreds of channels of rejoice: PathFinderPC
digital a dio on one software for Windows'

skinny CAT -6 cable. We gives you systemwide
know yo 're not going control of all routing
to miss soldering all functions with just a

that m lei -pair... click of your mouse.



Ax.erage hourly rates for
contract engineers
Trer c::Contract engineers earn an average
hou-I,' rate of $52.

How many hours
do you typically bill

during an average week?

What's in contract engine
Dedicated to con-zact eng

protvides these professioials a be
much they charge clients co

contract engineers, as w
consensus on rates for e

s' wallets?
ers, this page

er idea of how
"Jared to other
I as the general

ergency calls.

No answer Jess than 3 ho ins
3.4% 8.5%

F

2 4 hours
411=741

More than 40 hours .6*
Z2%

.1.2..? AN._ .t.1,

it3441Ali

31-40 hours
6.3%

How do
contract engineers charge their hours?

No arower
1.7'n

Charges are
brief on a corn binaton

of t me and fee, with the fee
inc Icing only certain tasks

Charges are based
on time only

3'3%

Charges are based
on a flat See for
speciric work

1C.2%

If you charge a different rate for
emergency calls, what is that rate?

No answer S20 -S29 per hour

8. 4.3% i30-$39 per hour
4.3%

11:70 or more per boor
SIM

21-30 hours
10.2%

11-A hours
1M.6%

No answer 1.7%a

--1-11
1

Do contract engineers
have a minimum charg
an emergency call?

S60 -S69 per hour

T.-cr d: $75 is the av?:-Ege hours Late that contract engineers charge fo-
evorgency calls.

48 November 200L

Do you charge a di
rate for emergency

5-10 hours
22"h

erent
ails?
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Variations on a theme
Different variants of CWS and other hijackers in-

clude Cool Search, Search For, Make Me Search,
Find4U, Smartsearch and Gonnasearch. The basic
idea behind hijacking is that a website company can
increase its number of page hits by secretly installing
a trojan into users' browsers, creating a third -party
hijacker pay -per -click search engine. This in turn
generates money for companies like CWS. It must be
effective and profitable because there are thousands
of websites that include hijackers. And a common
misconception is that only adult websites contain
hijackers. Many legitimate websites, including popu-
lar bulletin boards, can contain hijackers secretly
installed by hackers or the site operators.

The programmers at Cool Web Search modify their
parasite daily by altering its program so it cannot be
easily eradicated, and make itself -replicating so it will
change every time an attempt at removing it is made.
A CWS infection will even prevent the user from
accessing spyware information websites. New ver-
sions are released so often that virus programs can-
not keep up.

Fortunately, several companies and private pro-
grammers have created utility programs to help users
deal with CWS and many other forms of spyware.
Most spyware removal programs are free online and
are equally as effective as the $40 spyware
removal programs that appear on pop -
ups. Ironically, these costly removal pro-
grams contain spyware of their own. The
most useful free utility released is Hijack
This, created by Merijn. This program

Available software

 Hijack This
 CWShredder
 About Buster
 Ad -Aware 6 or SE
 BHO Demon
 BugOff
 Spybot Search and Destroy
 Spyware Blaster
 XCleaner
 Browser Hijack Blaste-
 Registry Mechanic

Keep in mind that this software
is useful for identifying problems
and correcting issues. If you
have a problem that just cannot
be solved after using the
software, feel free to visit the
forums at SWI or any of the
other sites. Don't waste all day
manually searching for hidden
files or registry keys you cannot
identify. This gives you a place
to start, and the helpers on the
forums will take it from there.

R

The Anti-Spyware Act
by Kari Taylor

In an effort to cc ntrol "illicit indirect use of protected
computers," the U S. House of Representatives passed the
Internet Spyware Prevention Ac with z 415-0 vote on Oct.
7, 2004. Sponsored by Rep. Bok Good atte, R -VA, the bill
states that whoever intentionally accesses a protected
computer without authorization and uses that program or
code for illegal acts will be finec, imprisoned for a maximum
of five years or both.

The bill was prompted by an increase in software and
electronic communications used by criminals to invade
individuals' and businesses' computers: particularly the use
of spyware and phishing scams. These schemes are often
used to obtain personal information, such as bank account
and credit card numbers.

If this bill passes in the Senate. which is currently not in
session, a sum of $10 million will be appropriated to the
Attorney General for prosecutio, of users of spyware and the
practice called ph shing. However, the bill does not pertain
to international companies such as CWS.

The House also passed another anti-spyware bill called
the "Spy Act" two days prior to the Gocdlatte bill. This bill,
sponsored by Rep. Mary Bono, R -CA, would add hefty civil
penalties over the use of spywa-e. Lawmakers are expected
to combine these two bills for a voteb! the end of the year.

9giseer
MOR rom Your AM Transmitter

frIrmstrong Transmitter X-10003
1KW HD Radio' read/ AM Transmitter for under $10K

Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt R= modules capable of 150%
mod _dation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sourd to your
radic station. Engineerel with the

11

' latest technological inr ovations,
.X-10008 offers high reliability,
built-ir redundancy and it is HD
Radioe ready.

Best o' all, our customers tell us
that :he money they saN,e running
the X -1000B pays for dcself with

ARMSTRONG
...,,.., .

Tel 315-673-1269 / sal2s@armstrongtx.corn / www.armstrcngtx.corn
2 ND Rs& ts a registered trade marl, of iBoquity Nita] Corporation.

Made 'n USA

savings in electri: ty and
maintenance costs over an older
traismitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our wo-d for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -100J3. Call or
email for a uses list ar d decide
for yourself why ovring this
traismitter is a no-brair er.
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BYriwser's
Been

quickly lists the computer's autoloading
programs, toolbars, browser helper ob-
jects, search pages, Internet Explorer plug -
ins and other key elements surrounding
IE. The user then removes anything on the
list that looks unfamiliar. Merijn's second
most -useful utility is CW Shredder, de-
signed to quickly scan key files and re-
move anything known to associate with
CWS,effectively uninstalling the hijacker.

And if the user is lucky, after a reboot
CWS is gone. But it is rarely that easy.

This will only do so much to help the
user remove the always -evolving CWS
infection. Luckily, other programmers
have jumped to the challenge and creat-
ed more useful free removal programs to
help fight the war against spyware. One
such program is the current release of
Spybot Search and Destroy. When used in con-
junction with Hijack This, hijackers and other
forms of spyware can be easily eliminated from an
infected system. The free version of Ad -Aware by
Lavasoft is also an effective tool; it can furtherseek
out the bad files missed by Spybot S&D.
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A computer gets hijacked when the user visits websites that have
spyware trojans embedded in them. "Search For..." is a amous
CWS hijack.

net Explorer from a long list of known websites containing
spyware trojans.

Users can usually remove hijackers or autodialers with the aid of
a spyware removal program. Depending on he particular infection
though, (and there are hundreds of varieties) the user will not be
able to locate all of the hidden files, and the in 'ections will come right

back. At this point, it may look like the user cannot do
anything else and is stuck with the hijacker and must wipe
the hard drive clean and start over.

Thankfully there is free help online. Desperate affected
users are jamming the help forums at anti-spyware websites
like Spywarelnfo.com. Here site visitors learn where spy -
ware comes from, how to remove t, where to locate the
programs to remove it, and best of all the Malware Removal
forum helps users with the spyware tt ey just can't eradicate.
Friendly and accurate information s available 24 hours a
day from trained experts who enjoy the challenge and like
to help people.
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Ad -Aware by Lavasoft is one of several programs that are effective
tools for seeking out bad files and removing infections
from a computer.

Another useful tool is Registry Mechanic by
Winguides Software. Registry -ignorant users will
find the free evaluation version useful as it per-
forms deep scans into the registry, identifying and
deleting unwanted hidden spyware keys.

And that's not all. The frequently updated utility
About: Buster by RubbeRDucky (Marc in Kleczyn-
ski) cleans an affected system of the trojan Home
Search Assistant, closely associated with CWS. X
Cleaner by X Soft is a great utility for an overall
system cleanout. This program even blocks Inter -

Available help
SWI asks infected visitors to first re. id the posted FAQ and

download and update available free spyware removal pro-
grams before asking for help. If still unsuccessful, the user
posts a HijackThis logfile in the Malware Removal forum and
describes the problem. A board helper will read the file and
either ask more questions or post a detailed response that

explains what software to run and which files. to remove. Users may
have to download additional utility programs .hat isolate and remove
hidden files, but after the necessary log analyE es and instructions, the
user will finish with a clean, smoothly running system.

SWI recommends users to run Spybot S&L and Ad -Aware weekly
to prevent future re -infections. Spywareblaster and Spywareguard
can also be installed to protect IE and to prevent unwanted sites
from popping up in the browser. IE Spyad will put 4,000 bad sites
into the restricted -sites list to keep the browser from accidentally
getting sent to an unwanted site. At the sam !. time, the user should
install a firewall and constantly update the virus protection software.
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RegularWindows updates will also help keep a computer perform-
ing to modem standards.

Microsoft has recently released Service Pack 2 for XP which deals
with the security issues plaguing the earlier editions that allowed
trojans to infiltrate the systems. It also added a decent firewall to
the package. However,it has been reported that SP2 has negatively
affected some computers using anti -virus protection.

In the radio station environment, multiple users have access to
individual machines, such as in the sales office, on -air studio or jock -
prep area. Workstations such as these are more susceptible to trojans;
these computers are used mostly for research and e-mail, and many
untrustworthy sites may be visited while
surfing. Users might be tempted to down-
load freeware such as clock-syncers,
weather bugs or the aforementioned
Bonzi Buddy.

The ITadministratorcan spend hours
manually searching for files in an in-
fected machine. But because help is
available on the Web to deal with the
problem, problemscan get solved much
more quickly. With proper protection-

Avoiding
trouble
Here are some steps that you can
take to avoid the trouble of spyware.

Update virus protection daily.
 Update Windows. Not only
with service packs, but if there are
office machines still using Windows
98, it's past the time to upgrade to
Windows XP.

Install a firewall. Small
stations take note.
 Train the staff not to download
the cute applications (on private
machines too). Usually one
infection is enough to teach
the lesson.

Use an alternate browser.
Following the release of Service
Pack 2, companies like CWS will
continue to search for security
breeches in Internet Explorer. Use
Mozi I la or Opera instead.

Use server -side e-mail
filtering. Suspicious e -mails are
quarantined and are held until the
user allows them to pass through.

Budget willing, use thin
clients for shared machines.
These workstations are read-only,
and when rebooted they will turn
back to the state when they were
first installed.

Use client desktop -level
firewalls with central administra-
tion, in case the server firewall just
isn't enough.

not just limited to virus protection-a computer can
be set up to prevent unauthorized downloads of
unnecessary applications that could contain spy -
ware. As the saying goes, an ounce of protection is
worth a pound of cure. Invest in several pounds of
protection for the home computer and office ma-
chines. At least it won't cost anything. I
Singer is a freelance writer and former radio engineer
in Cincinnati.
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6 -channel UNcom ressed Digital STL
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MODEL467 DIGITAL STL RECEIVER

Advanced Technology, Only From TFT

 6 UNcompressed Program Channels, maximum

 PC Configurable from Front Panel or Frequency, I/O, Alarms, LCD

 Supports 48, 44.1, as well as 32 ks/s Sample Rates

 256 QAM, 64 QAM, 16 QAM Modulation

 AES/EBU or Analog I/O - Built -In Sample Rate Converters

 Major/Minor Alarms on both Transmitter and Receiver

 3.125 kHz Step SizeI I INE
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www.TFTlnc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com
1953 Concourse Drive. San Jose, CA 95131
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

HD Radio transmitters
Harris
Mini HD: With the addition of Mini -HD, a
new line of 10W to 600W HD Radio trans-

mitters, Harris can now sup-
port multiplexer input, inter-
leaved antenna and separate
antenna applications. Like
Harris' Z -HD Radio transmit-
ters, the Mini -HD line is avail-
able with Harris' Neustar op-
tion, which enables supple-
mental audio channels and
5.1 surround -sound applica-
tions. Designed for FM radio
stations using space combin-
ing to implement HD Radio,
applications of this transmit-
ter include separate anten-
nas, interleaved antennas,
dual -port antennas and FM
combiner port injected feeds.
The transmitter integrates
with the Dexstar HD Radio
exciterwith a linear RFampli-

800-622-0022: fax 513-459-3890

www.broadcast harris.com; broadcast@harns.com

Signal preamp
and voice processor
Behringer

VX2496: This 24-
bit/96kHz

compatible
ALI product fea-

tures an ad-
ditional AES/EBU output besides the voice
processing functions. The unit houses a
discrete ULN mic/line input stage with soft
mute 48V phantom power. Its AES/EBU
output with selectable 44.1, 48, 88.2 and
96kHz sampling rates or extemal clocking
ensures digital compatibility. It also offers
a true RMS expander for smooth noise
reduction and authentic tube -emulation
circuitry for typical tube and tape satura-
tion sounds. An opto-compressor with
integrated dynamic enhancer provides
musical compression, while the voice -
optimized equalizer offers three specially
selected bands of equalization, one of
them sweepable.

871-672-0816: fax 425-673-1647

ttwaliellivieccom: suptatabeiripubi

NED 30rn da-
tabase: V -Soft
Communica-
tions has
compiled the
USGS Nation-
al Elevation
Dataset (NED)
30 -meter data-
base for use
with Probe 3,Terrain-3D, Plot Path and other V -Soft Com-
munications programs. The satellite corrected, terrain
database, which includes the continental United States,
Hawaii and Puerto Rico,offers increased resolution. The
30 -meter dataset is useful for plotting critical STL paths
and analyzing Longley-Rice coverage.

800-743-3584: fax 319-266-9212; mv.v-ssflor ida@v-softaim

Terrain database
V -Soft Communications
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Internet STL software
Digital Juke Box

The Digital Juke Box 4
STLWare Receiver
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STL Ware: The STL
Ware receiver will
never be off the air
for more than the
amount of time the
user sets it to si-
lence sense. If the
Internet connec-
tion should ever be
lost, the software
will automatically

start playing pre-recorded audio cuts so that it will appear
to listeners that the station is still on the air. Users can have
as many audio cuts as they want and they can last as long
as they wish. Air -talent can record several four-hour audio
cuts and the listeners won't know it's recorded.

140-282-S0FT: fax 443-241-2514

www.dagrtallukebox.com; Sales@DigitalJukef3ax.cam

Tower duplicator
Microboards Technology

CopywriterTower.A 10 -recorder, dupli-
cator, this CD/DVD copying system
can be operated without being con-
nected to a computer. The unit pro-
vides configurations of 16 recorders
in a twin -tower system. Features in-
clude the ability to store disc images,
change recording speeds, keep job
counts and perform audio track ex-
traction. A two-line LCD display and
two -button interface make access-
ing those features easy

612-470-1848; fax 612-470-1805

www.rnictoboards.com; sales@microboards.com
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Ethernet audio interface
Axia Audio

Analog Line Node:Thisaudio networking compo-
nent provides a real-time, low -delay interface between pro -audio equipment and Ethernet. Using the
system, analog audio is converted to and from 24 -bit PCM digital audio network streams; once on the
network, audio can be routed and shared and mixed in the network domain. Each node contains eight
balanced stereo inputs and outputs, as well as 24 -bit
A/D/A converters throughout. The Livewire-enabled
Ethernet port connects to a high -capacity
media network based on standard Ether-
net switching technology; nodes are con-
nected with the same CAT -6 cable used for
Ethernet data networks.

216-241-7225

wwwzimaido.cam; inquay@Axatemxim

Microphones
Pearl
Microphone Labs
Elm -B and Elm -C: The Elm -B
in its figure -eight pattern and
the Elm -C in its cardioid polar
pattern are designed for ste-
reo recording. The mics offer
more than twice the surface
area of large -diameter round
capsules, providing a good
S/N ratio, but avoiding high
levels of in -band resonance.
This mic features a sensitivi-
ty of 18 mV/Pa, self noise 1EC-
179 of 12dBA; impedance of
10011, maximum SPL of
126dB; operating voltage of
48V;and a three -pin XLR con-
nector. The frequency re-
sponse is from 20Hz to 20kHz.
It measures 7.75" long and
weighs 10.75 ounces.
207-773-2424; fax 207-773-2422

www.mdependentaudioam

info@independentaudio.com

Satellite assemblies
Patriot
Antenna Systems
LNB line: This is a new series of low -noise
blocks for C and Ku band use. Various
models cover different bandwidth needs
and specifications for various applications.
Eight C -band units and eight Ku -band units
are in the standard product line, including
minimag, DRO and PLLvarieties. Additional
frequency ranges and stability ratings are
available by special order.

800-470-3510; fax 517-629-6690

www.sepatnotcom: info@sepatnotcom
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CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.
Call: BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540
e-mail salesitiscmsinc-com

www.scros nc-com
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New Products

Battery -powered mixer
Professional Sound

DV Promix 3: This three -channel mixer is
battery operated for portability and provides
audio in a compact and lightweight package.
The mixer allows the operator to easily mix three audio sources. The unit features low cut filters (80Hz.
20Hz, 150Hz), pan switches (left, center, right), channel faders, meters (-20 to +3d Bv, green, amber, red), a
headphone monitor, battery compartment (2x 9V Alkaline) and an external power input (7 to 16Vdc).

661-295-9395; fax 661-295-8398; www.prifessionalsound.com; sales@professionalsound.com

Thermal CD/DVD printer
Primera Technology
Signature ZI: Capable of printing directly

onto CD -Rs and DVD+/-Rs,
as many as four separate
areas of a disc can be print-

ed with this printer. The
system prints each of
four quadrants by
spinning the disc and

then applying ink in
each area.The unit con-

nects to any PC running
Windows 2000/XP via USB 1.1/2.0.

Enter the data, import graphics and logos,
and print. The printer's label design soft-
ware can use any font on the PC and over
250 clip art images are included. Each disc
takes less than one minute to print.

800-797-2772: fax 763-475-6677

www.primera.com; sales@pnmera.com

Rugged XLR connectors
Pomona Electronics
6852,6853,5109 and 5110: The clamping
mechanism of these connectors can with-
stand 100 pounds of pull without discon-
necting the cable. Designed to deliver

low -noise audio
transmission, the
XLR connectors
feature gold con-
tacts and black
nickel coating to
reduce reflection.
They also feature
a smooth, best -of -
breed latching
mechanism for
easy, more secure
connections.

These connectors are also available on 10
to 25 foot cable assemblies made with
Belden 1172A four -conductor Star Quad,
low -impedance cables.

800-490-2361: fax 425-446-6070

www.pomonaelectromcs.com; info@pomonatestcom

Upgrades and Updates
Burk Technology has released new firmware for

the ARC -16 transmitter remote control system.
firmware version 5.6 offers faster baud rates for

digital communication links, providing more
responsive site -to -site communication, especially
with multiple remote sites. Supporting 4800 and

kp600 baud benefits the performance of the ARC -16
1`7without requiring more than one T1 slot.

www.burk.com

Audion Laboratories is now shippingVoxpro PC
3.3. Version 3.3 adds customer -requested features
and functionality to theVoxpro PC broadcast
recording and editing software system. The upgrade
ncludes the ability to increase gain for selected
udio for one or both tracks, a resizable interface
om minimal to full screen, compatibility with
irtually all sound cards, MP3 import and export of
ultiple files, and faster access to folders containing
ousands of files.
www.audionlabs.com

Broadcast Electronics has released a software
pgrade to its FXI digital FM exciter that makes it

ssible to calibrate audio levels within 1 /10 of a
ecibel The upgrade applies to the FXI60 and
X1250 models.
www.bdcast.com

Dan Dugan has released an upgrade to the Model
and Model D-1 automatic mixing controllers. One
pe of connector, used for internal audio connec-

tions between the back panel and the circuit boards,
as begun to be unreliable due to vibration and

insufficient contact pressure. Dugan recommends
replacing all these connectors with a higher -
contact -pressure type as soon as possible. Dugan
can provide this service and give a unit a complete

' factory check up for a fee. The upgrade can be done
n the field.
www.dandugan.com

Adding to their versatility, the Intelix 8002 MCB-
PHNX and 8002MCB-XLR midline mixers now
feature upgraded 30Vdc phantom power. The 8x2
8002MCB features eight -channel, dual bus midline
mixing, compression and limiting, actively balanced
inputs and outputs, a dual -function LED VU meter,
phantom power, a headphone out and either XLR or
Phoenix -style connectors depending on model.

www.intelix.com
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New Products
Test probes
Pomona Electronics

6723: The 8-32-UNC 2A -threaded tips are designed for
secure attachment to test probes providing R&D engi-
neers and electronics service technicians stable mea-
surements for consistent test results.The leads are rated
at IEC1010 1000 V CAT III for the probe alone, and the
screw -on alligator clip Model 6723 is rated at 300 V CAT
II with 10A current maximum.The leads are flexible with
silicone insulation for better temperature performance
overa wide temperature range, from 14° F to 221°F (-10°C
to 100°C).

800-490-2361: fax 425-446-6070

www.pomonaelectrorocs.com: do@pomonatestcom

Mic mute switch
Rolls

MM11: This passive switch temporarily
mutes a balanced XLR signal. A user press-
es the switch to mute the
signal, releasing the switch
to restore it. Primarily de-
signed for use as a mic
mute, the unit provides a
large actuator switch that
can be used by hand or as
a footswitch. The unit is
housed in a hefty 0.09" steel

chassis. It features a one -
million -cycle switch that
exceeds common switch
ratings of 10,000 cycles. It
can be placed on a table-
top or attached to a Rolls MSC106 mic stand
clamp. Because it is a passive device it can
also be used to switch line -level signals.

801-263-9053: fax 801-263-9068

www.rol s.corn: rolls@rolls.com

chus-Xplw"."mmmmmmVIMIIIIL...studio mIture10116

or ilk

all plastic surface & trim design
modular for flexibility
highest quality materials
precision crafted
professional features
many options available

This studio
EMIfurniture line is

engineered for studio decors where non -
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a
wide variety of colors, this furniture will
complement any size market application. The
mcdular design enacles the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can
be imagined.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com

only $2,995
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New Products

Short -form PCI audio cards
Digigram
PCX924v2,PCX22v2 and VX222v2: These
stereo cards have been resized to the short -
length PCI format. With a length of 6.875",
the boards now fit in the most compact
computers with 5V, 5V+3.3V or 3.3V PC1
busses, as well as computers with PCI-X
busses. The new sound cards are fully
compatible with existing drivers for the
longer versions of PCX924v2, PCX22v2 and
VX222v2. The PCX924v2 is a full -duplex
stereo sound card for simultaneous and
independent record and playback. The

PCX924v2 features 24 -bit converters, bal-
anced analog and AES/EBU 1/0s,an exter-
nal AES/EBU synchronization input, a head-
phone jack, as well as Wave and Digigram
np Runtime drivers. A playback-onlycard,
Digigram PCX22v2 offers two analog or
digital outputs only. The VX222v2 sound
card includes balanced 2/2 analog inputs
and outputs with 24 -bit converters, as well
as a stereo AES/EBU input/output.

703-815-9100; fax 103-815-9161

wmagigiamman; iaput@digigram.com

Mirrored UPS
MGE UPS Systems
EX RT. Offering a double fault -tolerant de-
sign, the 5kVA, 7kVA and lIkVA systems
allow high performance online operation
with dual -feed ac input sources to provide
a double layer of power availability to
protected equipment. At 6RU, the UPS'
flexible modular design allows users to
deploy the systems in high -density rack or
stand-alone tower configurations for serv-
er room, testing or manufacturing environ-
ments. The system provides two hours of
battery backup time and eight hours with
the optional charger module and extend-
ed battery cabinet. The unit's redundancy
capability provides separate normal and
bypass ac input as well as hot standby
functionality when installed with multiple
units in an N+1 configuration.

800-523-0142; fax 114-557-9188

wrAtasgeaps.com; info@mgeops.com

Codec control software
Software Authority
Zephyr Remote Enterprise:The
Zephyr Remote
Enterprise Edition
now has the ability
to control and au-
tomate station di-
aling schedules.
This includes sec-
ond -by -second
planned autodial scheduling.
If a station dials a certain num-
ber everyday of the week from 11:30 a.m. to 11:40 a.m.,
Zephyr Remote will instruct the programmed Zephyr to
dial and hang-up at the appropriate times. Automating
these tasks helps alleviate human error. It may also save on
long distance charges from lines that were not hung up.

877-504-9494; fax 216-642-0615: www.sottwareauthorilyzam

 .
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Spanish language training course
RSI
RF Site SafetyAwareness: RSI now offers an online Spanish
language version of the RF Site Safety Awareness training
course. The course is recommended to understand FCC
and OSHA policies on RF safety, inform employees about
the hazards of RF and other safety issues found when
working on or managing an RF site. This online interactive
training session focuses on hazard recognition, hazard
avoidance and hazard abatement techniques in connec-
tion to working at a telecom or broadcast site. Both the
Spanish and English versions have been updated to
include how NEPA policies affect an RF site, proposed
FCC rule changes, current enforcement actions and new
audio and video features.

-830-5648; fax 620-825-4324; www.ricafp.cam; ilfarsicarp.com

Voice alarm dialer
Broadcast Tools

hil.1r1 v . 2

VAD-2: The tiny
tools VAD-2 is a

user -pro-
grammable,
two -input,
multi -num-
ber voice/
pager auto

dialer designed for dial -out voice message notification.
The unit features two dry contact inputs, which, when
tripped, will sequentially dial one pager and as many as
three phone numbers and play back a user recorded
message corresponding to the tripped input. The technol-
ogy is capable of remote or local configuration and
message recording with a total recording time of 16 sec-
onds. The two SPST relays may be programmed for
momentary,latching or tone duration operation.The dialer
may be set on a desktop, mounted on a wall or four units
can be mounted on the RA -1 rack -mounting shelf.

877-250-5515: fax 360-854-9479

www.broadcasttools.com; bti@broadcastloolscom
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New Products

Headphone amplifier
Mackie

HM54: A 1RU headphone amplifier, this unit
features balanced left and right TRS main
inputs, aswell as left and rightTRS direct inputs
on each of the four channels. From the front panel, users can select the main stereo mix with .ts own
input level control, or the stereo direct input on each of the four available channels. In addition, each
channel offers dedicated headphone volume control, and a button that allows musicians to switch
between theircustom-crafted direct mixes and the main mix
at any time. The amplifier offers eight headphone output
jacks, four on the front of the unit and four
on the rear ) that cables can he hidden.

800-898-3211: fax 425-487-4331

www.maclue.com: productinfo@mackie.com

Reference monitors
TOA Electronics

ME -120, ME -160: The monitors are avail-
able in two models: ME -160 two-way refer-
ence monitor (6.3" cone driver and 1" soft
dome tweeter) and ME -120 full -range ref-
erence monitor (4.7" full -range cone driv-
er). Both models offer high power han-
dling (90W), flat frequency response and
magnetic shielding for AV applications.
These speakers include removable grilles,
gold-plated speaker terminals and option-
al mounting hardware. The rated imped-
ance for' ,oth speakers is 652.

800-133-7088: fax 650-588-3349

www.toaelectronics.com

Monitoring system
ATC
SCM 12 Pro:This two-way passive monitor-
ing system is designed for near -field appli-
cations that can be shelf- or stand -mount-
ed. Each monitor features a hand -built
driver composed of a 3" midrange soft
dome coupled onto a 6" cone for bass and
midrange frequencies, as well as a 1" soft -
domed tweeter with a neodymium mag-
net for high -end response.

fax 103-658-4919

vArAttransaudiegroup.comiatt

cfl

MEASURING THE DIFFERENCE
in Digital Audio Cable

Performance...
The critical link in digital audio

interfacing, Gepco 110i2
twisted -pair and 75i2
coax feature exacting
impedance, bandwidth, and
attenuation specifications
to deliver low -jitter, minimal

pulse rounding, and
exceptional performance in

high -resolution, digital

audio systems.

 Precision 110i2 or 7512 Impedance
 25MHz Bandwidth for 192kHz Sampling Pates
 Low -Jitter
 Minimizes Pulse -Rounding
 Multi -pair Designs up to 24 Pairs

II Oil

CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE

GEPCO
INTERNATK)VNI TRANSMITTING CLARITY

Product Showcase

Sine Systems

Model DAi-2 Dialup Audio Interlace
perform u -attended remote broadcasts

 DTMF operated controller with relay outputs
fu ly programmable output on any key press

 momentary and/or maintained relay outputs
fair logic nputs with programmable output

 b8 lanced audio input and output with ALC

#

roan
615.228.3500

i nfiorma non: www.sinesystems.com
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New Products

Portable
spectrum analyzer
Anritsu
MS2711D: Covering the 100kHz to 3GHz
frequency band, this spectrum analyzer
features an input pre -amplifier (standard)
and battery operation. Available options
include transmission measurement for
scalar analysis capability from 25MHz to
2.5GHz,a color display and a power meter.
The unit weighs 4.9Ibs. It includes a mul-
tilingual user interface, and can store 15
measurement test set-ups and 200 mea-
surement traces with alphanumeric label-
ing and automatic time and date stamp.

Measurements in-
clude channel
power, adjacent -
channel powerra-
tio and occupied
bandwidth mea-
surements that
can confirm the
distortion level or
channel power
level of a transmit-
ter. The unit can
conduct a series

of spurious measurements, while the field
strength mode measures propagation and
coverage, or pinpoints electromagnetic
leakage in broadcast systems. Other fea-
tures include trace averaging for more
accurate noise measurements and a 5011
interface that is adaptable to 7512. This unit
includes data analysis software, soft carry-
ing case, rechargeable/field-replaceable
battery, ac/dc power supply and 12.5V
automobile cigarette lighter adapter and a
user's guide.

800-ANRITSU; fax 972-611-1871

www.us.anritsu.com; us-sdosaimitium

Audio multiplexers
Symetrix

Digital audio generator
Sencore

Electronics
DAG5161: This hand-
held, multi -channel digi-
tal and analog audio gen-
erator provides stereo,
Dolby 5.1 surround, DTS
6.1 surround and PCM
digital audio via AES/EBU
and S/PDIF coaxial and
toslink outputs. The unit
performs eight automat-
ed tests, supports all dig-
ital and analog formats,
captures performance
data and provides test
reports. The unit is bat-
tery -operated. Analog
outputs include dual phono and stereo minijack. The unit
measures 10-3/8''H x 6"W x 3-3/4"D and weighs about 3.5Ibs.
It operates on a 6V rechargeable battery. The LCD display
measures 64 x 128 pixels.

800-SEKORE: fax 605-339-0311

WVAILMOILCOM

went ae rust

SurroundPro
'gol audio Generator
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Media production system
Steinberg
Nuendo 2.1: Supporting a range of editing tools over a
network, on projects, audio and MIDI, this system allows
users to connect multiple Nuendo workstation computers
via standard LAN network cards. Complete management
of access rights and user groups makes it easy to collab-
orate on large-scale projects. The entire project, or just
selected tracks, can be opened on multiple computers for
other members of the network to access and edit. Also
added are many musical features such as a time warp tool
for creating complex tempo maps right from the project
window or any editor, a freeze function forVST instruments
to improve CPU performance and improved handling of
multiple audio or MIDI parts within the editors.

+49 40 210 330; fax +49 40 211 598

wrAufaiabem.aet idaskinbnad

Symtiet , 0Arno Minx
: 4

Symnnet Express and Express Cobra:The
Express is available in three models, 12x4,
4x12 and 8x8, and is targeted at stand-alone
applications where a single DSP unit is

sufficient to handle all of the processing between the source gear (all inputs are line- or microphone -

selectable) and the amplifiers. Express Cobra is available in four models: 12x4, 4x12, 8x8 and 4x4. Along
with analog I/O, each includes an 8x8 Cobranet license,supporting Peak Audio's protocol for networked
digital audio. Via Cobranet these units can interface with each other,Symnet Audio Matrix systems using
Symetrix Cobralink hardware or third party manufacturers supporting the protocol. An onboard Ethernet
interface allows the Express unit to be mounted on a computer network (LAN) and accessed in real time
from a remote location. Symetrix provides for the connection of a redundant 24V power supply on all
Express models.
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Surge
suppressor

Henry
Engineering

Powerclamp: Pow-
erclamp surge suppres-
sors eliminate the ac
spikes and surges that
can cause equipment failures and system unreliability in
broadcast facilities. These units are useful at transmitter
sites and studio installations. Their automatic waveform
tracking clamps voltage spikes to within a few volts of
nominal ac voltage. AC surges are eliminated before they
can cause any damage. Powerclamp units are available in
various sizes to suit most installations.
626-355-3656; fax 626-355-007/; www.henryeng.com: info@henryeng.com

Digital monitor, switcher
Broadcast Tools

DMS-III:This product accepts and automatically switches
two AES signal sources when a digital error or analog
silence are detected. Features include: automatic control
function that switches to a backup source on failure of the
main source; switch functions can be triggered by loss of
clock, digital error flags, front panel transferswitch, external
switch contact and the internal analog stereo silence
sensor. Additional features: front panel error status and
sample rate LED indicators; front panel headphone jack
and level control; balanced stereo monitor output; remote
control; removable screw terminals; plug and play instal-
lation; and dipswitch selection of precise time delay from
two seconds to 85 minutes and restore timing delay from
off to 10.2 minutes. The unit may sit on a desktop,mounted
on a wall or up to three units mounted on the RA -1, Rack -
Able mounting shelf.

871-250-5575; fax 360-854-9419

twntkoadcasttoolszem; btiftmadcastleoluen

Acoustic series
Firstcom Music
EVO Unplugged: EVO Unplugged features acoustic guitar
performances from top musicians and unsigned bands.
The discs in this series are all original recordings, created
specifically for underscores. The initial releases in the
series include EV0026 - Acoustic Chemistry and EV0036
- Acoustic Masters V1. Future EVO Unplugged series
releases will feature guitarists Randall Bays, Alex DeGrassi,
Doug Smith and Ray Russell.The EVO website offers users
downloadable bonus tracks, additional versions not avail-
able on the CD and provides the opportunity for users to
give creative input on the library's future releases.
8004158-8880; fax 972-242-6526; tawarslcauss; ithefilstont.cam

New Products

Suppression processor
DBX Professional Products
AFS224: With a DSP module,this processor
provides control of fixed installations and
live applications.Ten and 12 filter feedback
elimination processors have become the
de facto standard, but this dedicated feed-
back suppression processor offers 24 fil-
ters per channel with widths as narrow as
1/80 of an octave. The processor also offers

al

selectable modes, live filter lift and types of
filtration, which are all readily available via
the intuitive user interface front panel.

801-568-7660; fax 801-568-1662

wwwuktpraumc castemabin.com

Find the mic and win
The Radio magazine Find the Mic
Sweepstakes is back. Find the hidden mic
icon on the Racio magazine covers of
2004 and you could win a fabulous prize.
Full details are coming in Decemb,-.

  

New! FM Explorer
Online Visual Allocation Tool

Always Current - No Data Downloads - No Softtvare to Buy

draworki  PM EXPLORER
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DHS alerts from NWR

comments?
radio@primediabusiness.com

11 June 14004, the U.S. Department of
1( ):: 'eland Security (DHS) signed an agree -

m with NOAA/NWS addressing the
transmission of DHS-originated emergen-
t y messages over All -Hazards NOAA
Weather Radio (NWR).

If the DHS becomes aware of a threat in
a particular state or area of the country, after
coordination with authorities in each in-
volved state, the DHS will issue an alert to
all NWS offices via a link in theWashington,
DC, area. NWS offices with NWR coverage
areas affected by the threat will broadcast
the message on NWR, using the DHS-re-
quested EAS/SAME Event Code. Currently,
the alert will not be relayed in text form on
NOAA Weather Wire Service (NWWS),
EMWIN or any other NWS system.

Although many broadcasters have up-
graded their EAS units to the new EAS

Event Codes released in 2002, the sec-
ond step is that the EAS units must be
programmed to react to the new
codes. If broadcasters want to relay
these DHS alerts, they will need to
know the OriginatorCode and Event
Codes to program into their EAS
unit filters. In reviewing NWS docu-

ments NWSI 10-1710 and NWSI 10-
<r, 518, as well as information provided

by Herb White, dissemination services
manager at NWS headquarters, the follow-
ing are the recommendations we felt ap-
propriate at this time.

The Originator Code on all DHS alerts will
be CIV (Civil Authorities). Even though the
alerts are first broadcast on NWR, they are
originated by civil authorities and thus will
not carry the WXR (National Weather Ser-
vice) Originator Code. These non -weather
alerts will use the CIV Originator Code.

One of three event codes will normally be
used. CEM (Civil Emergency Message) or
CDW (Civil Danger Warning) will be used
to activate the alerts. ADR (Administrative
Message) will be used to terminate the
alerts. To be on the safe side,White advises
stations to also program the following codes
for possible DHS use: EVI,HMW, RHW,SPW,
FRW, LAE and NUW. NOAA has requested

that the DHS use only the CEM code until the broadcast
community adds the other codes into their EAS units.
Broadcasters should program these new codes into their
EAS unit filters as soon as possible.

In addition to the DHS alerts, a separate agreement
between NOAA and the FEMA National Warning Center
(NWC) exists for NWR to transmit warnings of nuclear
attack as well as other non -weather alerts. Nuclear attack
would use code CDW, and the other non -weather alerts
could use any of the additional codes that White recom-
mends adding. Using the guidelines above regarding
programming for DHS alertsshould then coverstations for
NWC alerts as well. The NWC alerts are separate from any
FAN messages issued by the White House.

Local alerting
The NWS is taking the new All -Hazards Radio moniker to

heart, and has made changes recently to make NWR more
available to local civil authorities. As of June 30, 2004, all
the new EAS Event codes were approved for use on NWR.
On Sept. 8, 2004, NWS offices began using the new EAS-
equivalent Product Codes in text messaging as well (via
NWWS, EMWIN).

NWS has also published a helpful document, NWS In-
struction 10-518, which aids local authorities in establish-
ing a relationship with their local NWS Office for the
purpose of sending local emergency alerts. Section 5 of the
document, Civil Emergency Message, addresses local alert-
ing. It dealswith developing procedures, issuance criteria
and sample scripts. Appendix C of this document is a
landmark. Someone has finally defined the new specific
EAS Event Codes. The definitions in Appendix C will be
used as a guide for federal authorities in issuing alerts, and
they can be useful to local authorities as well. State and
local EAS plans should be updated at this time to not only
include the relay of DHS alerts, but also to incorporate these
new EAS Event Code definitions. This document is avail-
able at
www. nws noaa.gov/directives/010/pd01005018c.pdf.

Looking to the future, NWS is currently working on a
system called Haz Collect, which it expects to begin deploy-
ing in mid -2005. This would be a secure, centralized
interface, with backups, that would be used to collect non -
weather hazard messages from local, state and federal
authorities and get them into the NWR system. NWS is really
going the extra mile to work with local authorities,and it's
great to see.

Contact Herb White at Herbert.White@noaa.gov.
Gary Timm

broadcast engineer,Joumal Broadcast Group
broadcast chairman,Wisconsin EAS Committee

Milwaukee
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Support to reduce to Skills
Without regard toAM IBOC operation (which

may or may not be on the horizon for some
or all of our numerous AM stations), we at
Crawford Broadcasting Company have been
experimenting with reduced audio band-
width for some time now. Our experience
mirrors that reported by Mr. Littlejohn. Ex-
cept for what the very few listeners who use
"wideband" receivers may observe, there is
no observable penalty for reducing band-
width to 5 or 6kHz. The gains are reduced
interference, improved spectrum efficiency,
loudness and clarity. As such, we have
elected to join Clear Channel in reducing
audio bandwidth on our talk format stations.

CrisAlexander
directorof engineering

Crawford BroadcastingCompany

Appealing the Skills limit
Clear Channel has its own agenda when

pushing a 5kHz bandwidth. We who are
required to operate a stereo signal because
we use the expanded band would be forced
to go IBOC or sound like crap if limited to
5kHz. And we have many listeners who hear
our stereo signal with receivers that hit the
full 10kHz.

Steve Soboroff
owner, 1630 KCJJ

Iowa City IA

When I read that Clear Channel will reduce
the AM audio bandwidth of all itsstations, and
that Jeff Littlejohn proposes the change to the
NRSC for all AMs, I know that more investiga-
tion by our engineering community is need-
ed. Why does this degradation appear to be
a smokescreen for IBOC quality issues? In my
opinion, by degrading analog AM to 5kHz
mono, it will make IBOC seem like a huge
improvement, whereas analog stereo out to
10.2kHz is equal to or better sounding than
IBOC in some instances.

Are they perhaps saying:"Let's make analog
AM sound so bad now that IBOC will seem
like a good investment"? Is this why Clear
Channel just this week killed the spectacular

stereo music from KABL-to
downgrade its decent -sounding
stations to telephone audio in
advance of IBOC?

To those who say there are no
decent bandwidth AM radios,
look no farther than your local
Wal-Mart and Dollar General
stores.They both have a portable
$5 AM/FM radio with wide AM
bandwidth beyond 5kHz. There
is also a"one-chip"AM tuner that
typically uses a "barn door" ce-
ramic filter and even Ford has an
AMAX (7.5kHz) bandwidth ra-
dio in its 2005 models.

I just don't buy this AM analog
audio downgrade as an engi-
neering improvement. Clear
Channel can do what it wants to
with the audio quality of its sta-
tions, but its business decisions
should not be mandated to the
rest of the AM broadcasters via
an NRSC mandate.

John Pavlica
Toledo, OH

Jeff Littlejohn's contention that
AM receivers have less than 5kHz
frequency response ignores the
multitude of people listening on
AM stereo radios, AM wideband
radios, and older AM radios that
had great frequency response.
Clear Channel's motives are sus-
pect and should be taken with"a
box of salt!"

David Creel
chiefengineer

FarEast Broadcasting Company
Saipan

Bear with my oversimplified
math here but isn't having 50kW
signals running IBOC sidebands
at night the equivalent of having
a 5kW jammer on adjacent fre-
quencies? How will any signal
on an adjacent frequency be

C6IITUDE
EDITION

DigaSystem.

Record.

Manage.

Edit.

Schedule.

Broadcast.

Distribute.

24/7.

Call toll free

1 -866 -41 -DAVID (32843)

or visit our website at:

www.latitude-edition.com
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able to be heard (or, better, why would
anyone want to listen to it) over the noise
that will be generated?

By way of example, my station's 54W
night signal covers its target area well while
it does little to interfere with anyone else's
reception save anyone trying to DX 660kHz
in our immediate area. In fact, there would
be little to hear most of the time. And, in fact,
it wouldn't have been licensed if it would
put any kind of interfering signal into the
dominant station's protected area. Howev-
er, there are closer class As on 650 and 670
that sometimes put in"peeling the paint off
the wall" signals into our service area. If

these stations are running IBOC side-
bands-and let's call them what they are:
they're not carriers, they're sidebands on
the already existing carrier just like the
analog sidebands that create "monkey
chatter" now-how will my 54W signal be
able to compete with 5kW jammers right
on my frequency?

On the other hand, how will my station's
effectively 5.4W digital signal (sidebands
off to either side of 660) be able to compete
with the 50kW analog carriers booming in
on 650 and 670?

If this argument needs any more fuel, the
recent objective to reduce the analog band-
width announced by Jeff Littlejohn and
Clear Channel just proves my point. If the
present 10kHz analog sidebands can pro-
duce interference-and we all know they
do but only on a part time basis because
they are analog-how much worse will
100 percent duty cycle digital sidebands
produce similar interference or worse
and won't the character of that interfer-
ence and high average power of that
new interference render more adjacent
signals unusable? To quote Jeff's own
statement,albeit out of context,"Wheth-
er it's analog or digital doesn't matte

I still believe IBOC on AM is a solution
looking for a problem. It is not optimum
usage of this band of frequencies and its
characteristics. A new band should have
been (and should still be) chosen. Then
those who wished to ride the old band
down to the end could have done so in
peace. Either way, the consumer needs a
new radio,but with a new band,old radios
wouldn't have been made obsolete until
there was nobody transmitting anything
to hear rather than having signals fighting
for their lives against what amounts to
legalized jamming. Who knows how long
the old band would hang on if the pro-

gramming is worth listening to and can indeed be heard?
The FCC says it wants to bolster"local" radio. Seems like

the deck is stacked against local radio (again). It was the
class A operators who didn't want to move to a new band
and give up skywave service they can't even sell that in part
gave us this IBOCcle we now face, which will effectively jam
out local service in many areas. As I've said before,this has
nothing to do with audio quality to the consumer; it's a
spectrum grab plain and simple.

It's also short-sighted. With today's technology (not
tomorrow's pie-BOC in the sky) those operators who
objected to losing coverage area could have been com-
pensated in a new band with additional allocations which
they could have programmed centrally at little, if any,
additional recurring cost.

I don't expect the steamroller will be stopped, but if I had
my druthers,l would rather not be able to say, "I told you so."

As far as Littlejohn's proposal is concerned, I am op-
posed to it. ClearChannel can do what it wants, but where
does the company get off proposing that all should be
made to do the same? While I agree with the idea that,
mathematically,limiting audio bandwidth to 5kHz would
make the AM signal fit the channel allocations, it really
isn't necessary for one thing (except to permit IBOC
sidebands), and for another the missing octave of audio
really will make a difference even on narrow bandwidth
radios. I happen to think that difference will serve to make
AM radio sound even more inferior to most ears.

Mike Shane
operations manager,KCRO-AM 660

Omaha, NE

Digital pioneer
1 remember the Technics SV-P-100 digital recorder fea-

tured in the August Sign
Off. I was lent one of
these machines with a
pre-recorded tape of
Earl Klugh (FingerPaint-
ings) and played it on
the then KLSI 93.3 on
Oct. 8, 1982, making us
the first station in the
Kansas City market to

play anything from a digital source on the air. KLSI also
played the very first CD on the air a few months later on Feb.
11, 1983.

Ben Weiss, CPBE
engineering director

KMXV and KSRC/Inf inky Broadcasting
Kansas City

How long, big brother?
I read Chriss' editorial [Shades of BigBrother] in the August

2004 issue with some concern.
Perhaps there are additional rules proposed that also

limit the length of time that a broadcaster is required to
maintain these copies of the programming. I could see one
year as a possibility, which results in stacks of boxes of slow -
speed tapes for the radio broadcasters (or CDs, etc.), but
how about the television broadcasters? One would think
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such a rule would affect them as well,
and recording video for long-term
storage is a bit more cumbersome.
And what if the save duration wasn't
given; does the broadcaster then have
to look at saving its radio and TV
programming "forever"?

And what if a broadcaster decided
to junk the recordings from so many
years ago, and someone decided to
request an older log? What's the
mechanism to determine if the sta-
tion willfully acted against the law?

This really sounds like a rule that
has no reason for being.

Dave Felt
Pasadena,CA
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he new low -fl
The MP3 explosion is going to create a whole generation

of "music lovers" who think good sound is audio run
through a blender and stuffed into a RAM chip or replayed
through a $100 home theater system with a 5.25" speaker
in a ported plastic box. Home theater is apparently exempt
from IHF standards.

Don Imus loves his MP3 player and wears two hearing
aids. I've heard better audio in the AM window on the 75m

ham band. Seems to me
we are going backwards
and a lot of money will be
wasted on transmission
modes that are"better than
FM" for just the few who
know the difference. By
the way, I am not a silver -
speaker -wire, $200 -patch -
cord audio nut, but I have
heard MP3 played on a
good system and it don't
impress!

Charles DiLuglio
legal counsel

Rhode Island

Want to share an opinion?
Send it to

radio@primediabusiness.com
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Control Freaks!!
New Relay Multipliers & Converters Distribute Control Where It's Needed

T

;0.11 1ET"I.
The pREXpREX Programmable Relay
Multiplier & Function Converter
Has 12 optocoupled inputs and 16
microprocessor -controlled relay outputs.

Control any output or a group of outputs from a
single input or from a group of inputs using logic
modes like AND, OR, XOR, NOR, NAND, NXOR,
Interlocked, etc.

)) Output modes include: Momentary, Toggled,
Leading or Trailing Edge, Pulse Stretching up
to 45 hours, Input Debounce, Maximum Ontime,
Minimum Ontime and more.

Serial port for programming or controlling the
relays using either terminal program or free GUI.

50 -pin telco connector for instant punchblock
connectivity. Telco block/cables also available.

arcultVVerkes. Inc.

The REX Affordable
Relay Expander/Multiplier

The REX accepts a wide variety of input signals
& converts them to contact closure outputs.

REX's optocoupled inputs can be driven from
active high or low incoming signals.

Each of the six inputs controls four SPST relays
for a total of 24 outputs.

D The REX features a 50 -pin telco (RJ-21) type
connector that interfaces directly with prewired
telco punch 3locks. Type 66 telco punchblocks &
cables are optionally available.

For more info visit
www.circuitwerkes.com 

- 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesville. Florida 32609 USA.
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Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable Traffic C.O.P. for WindowS'
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And.

because it's Windows based traffic software, you get a
modern. reliable and easy to use program-all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demo today, or for more information,
please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
Broadcast Data Consultants,
51 South Main Ave., Suite 312, Clearwater, FL 33765

ArA114

TRAFFIC C.O.R
'OR WINDOW,

ralVINIRATIC
BROADCAST FURNITURE

Custom Image Room Furniture.

Why Omnirax?
 Escrlient collabotatre customs design abshty,

so you get exacdy what you want
 Unique coirshrtaarm of style, functionokey

ad
Finical aicn x to detail

IN I 5 years of czprnmcc
 IOC% saushcnon guaranteed

P O. Boa 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.3323393 4153323392 FAX 415.332.2607

www.omrkirax.com info@omnirax.ccia

The AES-302 Digital Audio
Switcher/Distribution System

II 
Two Input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone Jack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz D A Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. Feed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded in
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call your local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

bdi

TECHNOLOGy

Tieline i-Mix G3 delivers
Athens games to millions
of fimerican sports fans.

www.tieline.com/be/athens

Order your tree demo today

RF PARTS"
COMPANY

v Audio
v Industrial

v Broadcast
v Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax

Capacitors Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export

Y",

760-744-0700 801:77-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line. It DOFF
ENCODER DECODER FCC ID uvZIAS

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimgra gorman-redlich.com

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

'Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

Get Ready for 2005!

MIND Mei Twill1.1
al.MM11.1110MEM

Now CuMnime RYr Tomembees Vim I.
Miry Immo el indi
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Check us out at

beradio_com

You'll find everything you

need to know about

advertising in 2005!

 Media Kit
 Advertising Rates

 General Requirements

 Editorial Calendar

 Much More!

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http:/hvww.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. corn  e-mail info@baycountry. cam

datawophl
4iSiO

Eagineeriniz Took
Feasability Studies
Longley-Rice FLSI,

Maps & Population
Area -to -Locate Studies

Custom Mapping
Demographic Reports
Zip Code Pinpointing

Management Tools
DataXpert'
Coverage Maps
FLAGsm FCC Monitoring
1,MA/Duopoly Studies

www.dataworld.com info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754  301-652-8822  fax: 301-656-5341
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A RECTIFIER TO FIT YOUR

TRANSMIT1ER

No matter

what transmitter

you own, we can
provide quality

rectifiers from stock.
We have a reliable. cost-
effective solution to meet the
requirements of most AM and
FM transmitters built since the
1950s at prices better than thP

manufacturers'
WE HAVE

HvGA

CCA RECTIFIERS

IP' Rtr

011

QUICK, COST-EFFECTIVE & EXPERT SOLUTIONS

www.rectifiers.com
IP4F 800.649-6370

Going Digital?
Go GoldWAV!

Calit;`,1v
26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1

stereo .WAV files with ati the
song data embedded.

Also available in GoidDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
6°16VA or GoidDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up. GoidDisc library
for half price.

f" -M CENTURY
Go cC sc - Goidenve - Gold WAV

The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCertury.com
972.406.5800  TMCliTMCentury.com

/f lightning strites on your

tower are Ca11,51119 equipment -

damage and lost air time -

the cost of stag -Cat

system may be recovered

daring war first lightning

season

AFFORDABLE - RUGGED

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

The Stati-Cat Lightning

Prevention System
provides a continuous, low-resistence
discharge path for the static electric

charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 1/8"

STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires'
ground to needle sharpness.

C.Vraia
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 Fax (505) 326-2337
cortanacorporation.com
cortanaltiearthlink.net

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sown

GROUNDED ANTBRIA
for Irrprig & stair elecInciy,

EUPHRATES ISOCOUPLERS
n VHF & UHF antenna &vs.

BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR

ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER DIES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR MFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

44111 La PIER Hwy
Panainglon. PM 17401

phone 5116-327.64146 fax 505-325-1142

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Looglay4fice Co m,ago offer 3D Terra,n

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

w Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, PTP, Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe 3T"

W Search for FM channels under spacings
and contour protection using FMContn".

to Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro TU

4 Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D""

oft The leader in broadcast
COMMUNICATIONSP engineering consulting
R.I. atiom Soollm.111 software

o.tirm-rnnu

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684
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Towers
Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturing integrity.
Our past experience
your future guarantea

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www.ERlinc.co-m
A

Transcom Corporation
--=- Am Ei FM Transmitters

Visit our new Internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all

major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
I kW 1998 Harris Quest ANALOG AND DIGITAL

Solid State VHF and UHF. 10 w to 10 kw
1 5kW 1987 BE FM1 .5A TV Antennas
3.5kW 1986 Harris FM3 5K TV STL
3.5kW 1992 Harris HT3.5
5kW 1982 Harris FM 5K USED TV TRANSMITTERS
20kW 1978 Collins 831G2 1kW UHF 1992 Acrodyne
25kW 1982 Harris FM25K 10kW UHF 1999 Itelco T614C
25kW 1980 CSI T -25 -FA (Like new -60 hrs. of use)

(Amplifier Only) 120kW UHF 1985 Harris TV 120
30kW 1986 BE FM30A
50kW 1982 Harris Comb ner USED MISC,EQUWMENT

w/auto exciter- Audio Amplifiers
transmitter switcher BGW 85

Crown D-75

USED AKTRAIMMEMS Audiometrics Stereo Distribution
1kW 1998 Continental 3.14D Amplifier

Solid State Belar AMM3 Modulation Monitor
1kW 1986 Harris SX1A 'New' Denon 720R Cassette Player

Solid State Mosely remote controls
1kW 1983 Harris MW1 A Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19

Solid State wisampler
10kW 1986 Harris MW108 Potomac Phase Monitor 1901
50kW 1985 Continental 317C2 Digital 2Twr
50kW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50 Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz

SolltStato 1KVA s -phase

USED EXCITERS
Harris DIGIT. 2002 AND MUCH MORE
BE FX 30 CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
Continental 8028
New* 20 watt -synthesized

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

Immo y:_, -if moo.

lip!tw?:)) N

800.327.6 01
www.autogramcorp.coma 111111
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AN RDS ENCODER FOR

UNDER $900?

ARE YOU KIDDING?

The BW RDS2 encoder has all the features:

Scrolling text and timed text lists; simple Windows

program for direct or satellite setup. All RDS groups

supported, including 'real-time' time and date.

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION!

(630) 736-9822
progressive concepts
PROVIDING THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

www.progressive-concepts.com

WWW. Mae
rT1-1)

419,000+ Electronic Components
Over 1,000,000 Cross References

New Products,
New Suppliers.

New Technologies.

New Catalog Every 90 Days!

MOUSERELECTRONICS
(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com

Mouser% and Mouser Ele,, r ,t,marks of Mouser Electronics, In

Our client list continues to grow.

OY)
We would like to Thank -You

- for your confidence and your
MOORETRONIX

purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE. SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winrer. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW MOORETRONIX.COM
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EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ
FM FREQUENCIES

88 TO 108 MHZ
ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88

TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC.
(81 7)-336-4351_

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

RacI!o®
Find out how advertising in the

Radio Marketplace section can work for you!!

Call Jennifer Shafer

800.896-9939 jshafer@primediabusiness.com

Nexus Broadeasil
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts 8. Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcast.coi
P.O. Box 433 - mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

By advertising in MIMI) , your ad message reaches

more than 40,980* people per issue based on average pass -along circulation.

Contact a salesperson today to learn about
the different advertising opportunities!

Angie Connley

p: 913.967.7221

f: 913.514.6852

aconnley@primediabusiness.com

Scott Slocum

p: 913.967.1358

f: 913.514.3789

sslocum@primediabusiness.com

Jennifer Shafer

p: 913.967.1732

f: 913.514.3944

jshafer@primediabusiness.com

CC

1:1

CI
CD

O

'2003 Paramrunt Research
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Ratify Classified
For Sale

"DESIGNED TO Fin -
..."In Your Studio & Your Budget

HIGH QUALITY STUDIO FURNITURE &RACKS'
STANDARD OR CUSTOMIZED SYSTEMS'
GREAT STYLING AND FUNCTIONALITY'

PRE -BUILT STURDY MODULES =FAST SETUP'
SAFELY DELIVERED CRATED TO YOUR STUDIO'

f- YPPF STUDIO'S" ;19Q3,

CALL US AT SOO-775-3660
SEE US AT spacewise.com

SPAC EV1/I S E P, STUROORIREITAVEMIC.

"We're Broadcast Experienced",,,

AcousticsFirst
Noul Mr 888485-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Professional Services Professional Services

Ar11.1.1117
tel 301 865 1011

APPleCWIrele40 tax 301 865 4422

Kevin McNamara ernel kevinmaZappliedwirelessinc corn

President 8 CEO ID: ,,.dordelessinc corn

Applied Wireless, Inc
providing options.

PO Box 926
New Market, MD 21774

22E1
Allen J. Singer

Professional Business Copywriter
Published Author

Broadcast Engineering Experience
Will write. product literature. ad copy. user manuals.

magazine articles. technical writing
www.allensedge.corn  alien @allensedge.com

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD II
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Ra
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Sinn 011
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?

T.

The Producer from Gates Radio
Company, then a division of
Harris Intertype,was a four -
channel recording mixer designed for produc-
tion. The transistorized Producer contained 12
inputs in two microphones and two high-level
channels, a self-contained monitor amplifier
and speaker and cueing facilities.

A 1964 advertisement for this unit claimed
that the Producer "fills a long existing void

between multi -function audio consoles and
standard commercial sound equipment."

Sample and Hold
It comes with experience

What is the average age of
radio industry professionals?

a

Source: 2004 Radio magazine Salary Survey.

That was then

In 1934, Carl Smith established the
Smith Practical Radio Institute, which
later became the Cleveland Institute of
Electronics.

In a 1965 ad for the school in Broadcast
Engineering, Smith (above) said,"There
is no substitute for knowledge. Even if a
friend or relative can get you a good job,
you'll fail mighty fast if you can't pro-
duce results. The first good emergency
will separate the men from the boys"

Turning 70 this year, the institute is
now a privately owned co-educational
technical college. The institute's mis-
sion is to educate individuals in techni-
cal skills through independent study
methods. The CIE prepares its students
to become skilled technicians and en-
gineering technologists who can solve
electronic engineering and computer
technology problems.
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The Wheatstone GENERArION-5
has the POWER and FEXTURES

Stations Demand 'he MOST

LOTS Mores
Our Generation -5 provides your operators

Nith a straightforward traditional control surface
:oupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system -wide source, mix End
Jest inatioi control (any signal anywhere), a powerful
mix -minus section and a complete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
operations center.

And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
is CSP-based mixing eng ne keeps your digital sources
digital while converting analog sources to switcl-ed
digital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
-emote and telcom functionality' on any input fader
without fear of feedback-a real plus in back-tc-back

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of thinc s with just a glar ce. And since
the entire system is software based. ycu car accom-
modate any format with a press of a buttDn.

Like all our Generation Series consoles, the G-5
has complete failsafe options eva lable, such as
automatic fail -over DSF and CPU cards and redundant
pyNer supplies. We can even prcv de scheduling
software and studio mounted sate lite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from ycur main
routing system.

At WHEATSTONE vie've built a -pd swd over a
thDusand digital audio consoles. The G-5 is a

culmination of all that experience Benefi-! f-om our
expertise-choose WHEATSTONE!
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N Behind Every GOOD CONSOLE

There's an EVEN 0BETTER ROUTER
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A Straightforward, Easy -to -Use Control Surface

There's no
long learning
curve required
to immediately
start using this tradi-
tional layout specifically
envisioned for operators
of all skill levels.

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN-4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its studio main-
frame. Integration with the Bridge digital audio
network router provides systemwide access to all
station on -air and off -air audio resources viz inter -
linked CAT -5 or fiberoptic cable. And of course, we all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With over eighty Wh?atstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your installation will proceed
smoothly and on time.
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